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for taxes, Reagan has pushed two rate cot scheduled to take effect
By ROBERT mum/
tax increases through Congress in July 1
Associated Press Writer
SCOW critics have said the cut
the past six months
—
WASHINGTON (AP)
too large and that it has conwas
Regan's latest thoughts, •cAlthough Treasury Secretary
to rising deficits Hamar
tributed
spokesman,
Treasury
a
to
Donald T. Regan is studying the cording
insider Jim Wright of
Democratic
possibility of increasing taxes to Include ending or limiting the
Monday that rather
said
Texas
Americans
curb soaring budget deficits, of- income-tax deductions
taxes, the adincreasing
than
ficials say the idea is no more than can claim on interest payments
be canceling
should
ministration
secondfor installment loans and
talk so far.
the rate cut, which he called a
been
has
There
home
mortgages.
President Reagan, referring to
"rebate for the wealthiest"
published accounts about the no estimate so far on how much
In Phoenix, traveling with the
might
changes
such
revenue
tax
Issue, said: "Don't believe
White House
pr•sident,
everything you read in the raise or how much they might help spokesman Larry Speaks* told
deficit
federal
the
reduce
papers."
reporters,"1 wouldn't look for any
Regan's concern now,said Fitz- substantial new tams."
But the president, who made his
inAlso coming up is the apparent
comments during a stopover in water, is about the effect on
some
that
deficits
of
rates
terest
never
Monday,
need for • presidential stand an
Phoenix, Ariz.,
officials say could reach $190 what to do about the nearly broke
refuted the accounts.
billion in fiscal 1964. It is a worry Social Security old-age benefit
Regan's aides confirmed the
is shared by Federal Reserve
that
presidential tax adviser mention- Chairman Paul Volcker, some fund
Unless Reagan decides to take
ed the idea of selected new tax congressmen and many private
which is basicalno stand at all
hikes in discussions within the ad- economists.
he
so far
has
done
he
what
ly
has
Regan
ministration. However,
Both Reagan and Regan have will have to face a very unattracnet talked about the ideas with the
president, said Treasury said they won't consider tive choice that includes the
eliminating or poglponing the last possibility of still another tax inspokesman Marlin Fitzwater.
taxDespite the president's distaste Installment of the

The Murray City Council took
the first step Monday night for annexing the remaining threefourths of the Canterbury subdivision and an adjacent trailer court
into the city.
Councilmen voted 11-0(J.H. Nix
was out of town) to approve the
first reading of an ordinance to annex the south two units of Canterbury and the Henley and Homra
Development Corp. trailer park.
The Canterbury units, which
begin at the present city boundary
line in the subdivision, include
31.222- and 31.063-acre tracts of
developed and undeveloped hind.
There are 130 residents in the two
areas.
The trailer court currently has
no residents but can house approximately 30 families.
The council will meet again at
7:30 p.m. tonight to vote on the second reading. If approved, the
areas will be given city police and
fire protection and sanitation services. Mayor Holmes Ellis said
street lights will be installed in the
spring. The areas have been included in the long-range road
repaving schedule.
The matter had been discussed
previously and notice of possible
action had been printed in the
Murray Ledger & Times. Ellis
said he had heard of no opposition
to the annexation.

—
AP
WASHINGTO N
Transportation Secretary Drew
Lewis announced his resignation
today and said he would return to
work in private industry next
February.
Lewis, whose departure had
been rumored for months, said in
announcing his resignation that he
continued to have "the greatest
respect" for President Reagan
and "the utmost confidence in his
policies," but he nevertheless
decided it was time to leave the
government.
Lewis, in a prepared statement,
did not discuss his future plans
and said only that he felt it was,
"an appropriate time for me to
resume my primary career direction in the business community."
Lewis reportedly has been offered a number of top-level jobs in
business, including the chairContinued On Page 2)
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Storm covers Midwest cities

piss
'
KIM THE HABIT — Symbolic of a eve-day "Stop
be attired J.24-28 at Murray-C*4mM,emit/ iii
holiday &carafes on °ad-et Ube belpital doors. Spattered by the
hospital and the Murray Seventh Day Advantiat Church,ihe pion will
be presented during two sessions each day — from 10 a.m. to 11:30
and from 7 p.m. to 8. Open to the public, there is a $3 charge. Anyone
wishing to participate should call 753-6131, ext. 338.
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Stock market hits new record
on hopes of lower interest rates

By JUDY GD3BS
Associated Press Writer
A blizzard shut down major
cities of the Midwest with a foot
and a half of snow today and
thousands of travelers were
stranded as authorities closed
miles of major highways.
The lights and heat went out in
thousands of homes while the wind
Ilia flair regletered 43 degrees
below zero in places.
While some cities such as
Milwaukee and Ann Arbor, Mich.,
posted record warm temperatures
for the date, blinding snow swept
from eastern Nebraska and
eastern Iowa to northern Minnesota and upper Michigan.
Meanwhile, more than 1,300 people remained displaced from their
homes by flooding in Louisiana
and neighboring states.
Violent weather since
Christmas Eve was blamed for at
least 15 deaths.
In Minneapolis, where 15 inches

of snow accumulated at the air- aortal Weather Service recomport, the state department of mended no travel in IS counties
"Tell the people to take a vacatransportation just before rush
hour banned travel in any port of tion," said South Dakota
the metropolitan area until fur- meteorologist Rusty Kapela
"Unless you have a snowmobile or
ther notice.
The Minneapolis-St. Paul Air- a pretty good four-wheel drive,
port was closed and state police you'll have a tough time "
Blizzard conditions this mornsaid all major freeways and side
streets in the Minneapolis-1K. Paid ing paralysed most of Nebraska.
area were closed with stuck cars. where saaw was falling faster
The University of Mianesots an- then nowerplows maid clear it
flounced it was closing for the first "You can't even see your hand in
front of your fact out there." said
tline since 1986.
In Lincoln, Neb., the storm Dan Mee-saint, the town marshal
knocked out the power to more in Anselmo. Neb
Cold air sweeping south from
than half of the city's 170,000
residents Monday night. People Canada collided with mild air
whose homes still had power were from the Gulf of Mexico creating
urged to lodge families without havoc from Colorado to Michigan,
with heavy rain continuing for a
heat.
In South Dakota, where up to 17 third day in the Gulf Coast states
More rain was falling today on
inches of snow fell and blizzard
conditions reduced visibility to flood-ravaged parts of Missouri
and Illinois
near zero, Gov. Bill Janklow
'We're begging people not to
ordered Interstate 29 south of
Coseisised(hi Pose ii
Sioux Falls closed and the Na-

the 1,065.49 of Nov. 3.
Analysts on Wall Street said
hopes for lower interest rates fueled the rally.
In a new sign of the Federal
Reserve Board's concern about a
prolonged recession, the board's
policy-making arm has decided to
allow the federal funds rate to
drop further, according to
moting the flat rate concept on Legislative Research Commiasiori
By SY RAhISEY
minutes released Monday of the
grounds of simplicity and fairness said
Associated Press Writer
group's Nov. 16 meeting.
But the Revenue Cabinet's into the poor, who he said bear a
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The report compiled by the
The governor has been prodeepen unless interest rates fall.
around 30 degrees with norstable condition today, a hospital
thwest winds 10 to 15 miles an
spokesman said.
hour.
Although the 61-year-old retired
Outlook for New Years Day,
dentist is "recovering steadily,
fair and cold.
(and) doing well," Peterson said
doctors were looking at Clark's
recovery "in terms of weeks, not
All of these situations cause stress.
relationship to health and happiness — Dr.
EVANSVILLE,Ind.(API — Joe Thompson
days."
not everyone understands
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By The Associated Press
The Federal Reserve Board's
policy-making arm has decided to
allowed a key interest rate to fall a
bit more, and that news helped
send the Dow Jones industrial
average soaring to a new record.
The average of 30 industrial
stocks surged Monday to 1,070.55
— a gain of 25.48 points and its
highest closing ever, surpassing

LRC says itemizers would be losers

Doctors uncertain
about heart patient's
release from hospital

Forming one of notion's 10 most stressfuljobs
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Trade measures may ease pressure but basic problems remain
AP News Special
By JIM ABRAMS
Aasociated Press Writer
TOKYO (AP) — U.S. officials say Japan's latest package of tariff
cuts has some symbolic value in easing trade tensions, but will have
little real impact on the country's huge market surpluses with the
United States and Europe.
"Japan acted independently, on its own initiative," a U.S. Embassy official who requested anonymity said of the measures approved last Friday by the Japanese Cabinet. "Real actions like this
deserve some credit."
But the third trade-reform package announced by Japan in a year
is expected to have minimal effect on the nation's burgeoning trade
surpluses with its major trading partners, and could serve as little
more than a diversion against rising anti-Japan protectionist moves
in other countries.
The latest package of 78 items did not incorporate any action on the
key issue of quotas on U.S. beef and citrus products, which are being
handled in bilateral talks.
Also, it left for further study the question of remaining non-tariff
barriers which have effectively kept a wide variety of foreign products out of Japan.
Analyzing the Japanese plan, the U.S. official said even a sizable
cut in tobacco tariffs, from 35 percent to 20 percent, may not
necessarily mean an increase in foreign sales in the huge Japanese
market for cigarettes because "there are so many other v a ria bles."

The U.S. share of Japan's government-controlled tobacco market
is only 1.4 percent, and "an awful lot depends on the rules" in determining whether U.S. sales improve, the U.S. official said. The
"rules" include quotas on the percentage of foreign products retail
distributors may sell.
He said the package's provision for slashing duties on chocolate
from 31.9 percent to 20 percent was "quite important" to the United
States and Europe, but the significance of other elements cannot be
assessed without careful study.
Japanese officials are concerned with whether the measures will
blunt criticisms of Japan's trading policies during Prime Minister
Yasuhiro Nakasone's mid-January visit to Washington.
U.S. Ambassador to Japan Mike Mansfield told Foreign Minister
Shintaro Abe on Monday that the measures would be a major factor
In the battle against rising protectionism in the United States and
Europe.
But with unemployment soaring In the rest of the industrialized
world, and Japan's 1981 trade surpluses of $16 billion with the United
States and $12 billion with the European Common Market expected to
rise this year, pressures to shut out Japanese goods are likely to persist.
By a 2-1 margin, Americans favor limiting Japanese imports in
order to protect U.S. industry, according to an Associated Press-NBC
News poll last January.
Fear of anti-Japanese protectionism here is widespread. The
media has given headline coverage to U.S. congressional debate on a

Greyhound
announces
route cuts,
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Greyhound Lines Inc. and the
state Transportation Cabinet are
receiving complaints from areas
of the state where Greyhound is
proposing to discontinue service.
Linda Klein, assistant public
relations director at Greyhound's
Phoenix, Ariz., headquarters,said
Kentuckians are objecting to the
idea that a Greyhound bus will not
longer stop at the local service
station or drugstore.
But in reality, Ms. Klein said,
these routes are no longer being
utilized.
Greyhound is proposing to abandon 72 unprofitable back-road
routes in the state. Klein said the
buses still will travel through the
same areas on major highways
such as interstates.
Ms. Klein said because of
economic reasons, the company is
asking riders in these sections
where there is little use to travel a
few miles to a bus depot.
"We are in the business of
transporting people...we want to
give the best quality serVice," Ms.
Klein said. "If we're not WW1&
riders, theret*rilie4 fizeditit
is not efficient."
Motor carriers using Kentucky
highways must have permits from
the Transportation Cabinet and
pay fees that go into the state road
fund.
The cabinet's hearings division
will hold a public hearing on the
Greyhound proposal at 10 a.m.
Jan. 18 at the State Office Building
in Frankfort.
"We've had several calls from
different areas," Pat Henson, an
agency spokesman, said Monday.
"It's the people who used to just
go out and flag down the bus when
It went by. That's what the public
hearing is for."
Klein said that in the wake of
federal deregulation, the line is
evaluating its nationwide network
of routes in an effort to make better use of its equipment and manpower.
"Overall, it will improve the
quality of service," she said.
The state has until the end of
March to approve or disapprove
Greyhound's proposal, which was
made in late November, Ms. Henson said.
Routes the line proposes to drop
include Whitley City to Pine Knot
via old U.S. 27; Stanford to the
U.S. 127-Kentucky 52 intersection
south of Danville via Ky. 52 and
U.S. 27; Lexington to Lancaster
via U.S. 27; Mount Vernon to London via U.S. 25; London to Corbin
via U.S. 25; Morehead to Mount
Sterling via U.S. 60; Mount Sterling to Winchester via U.S.60; Winchester to Hazard via Ky. 15;
Also Mount Sterling to
Salyersville via U.S. 460; Lexington to Frankfort via U.S. 421;
Middletown to Louisville via U.S.
60; Covington to Louisville via
U.S. 42; Garrett to Irvington via
Ky. 448 and Ky. 79; Owensboro to
Henderson via U.S. 60; Covington
to Lexington via U.S. 25;
Also Covington to Lexington via
U.S. 27; Elizabethtown to Munfordville via U.S. 31W; Cave City
to Bowling Green via U.S. 31W;
Henderson to Hopkinsville via
U.S. 41 and U.S. 41A; Henderson
to Madisonville via U.S. 41A; Providence to the Ky. 120-U.S. 41A
junction via Ky. 120, and Mayfield
to Fulton via U.S. 45.

Clarification
Stan Bone and Kenny Collins of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Ambulance Service were
involved in the Christmas Day
rescue attempt of John L. Jones,
86, whose vehicle was washed off
Highway 893 after he apparently
suffered a heart attack.

bill which would require same foreign products such as cars to lave
domestically built contents. This would devastate Japan's auto sales
in the United States, the Japanese say.
Industrial officials are also concerned over France's moves to impede imports of Japanese video tape recorders.
When Nakasone took over has head of Japan's conservative
government on Nov. 27 he ordered swift steps to ease trade friction,
which has met extreme resistance in his rural-constituency-based
Liberal Democratic Party.
In what could have been a major embarrassment for Nakasone,
LDP lawmakers from rural districts succeeded in delaying government action to cut tariffs on tobacco, chocolate and biscuits when the
package was approved last Friday.
But the rural lawmakers dropped their opposition to tariffs on the
three items the next day after they obtained guarantees that the nation's 100,000 tobacco farmers would be protected and domestic
sugar taxes would be cut for the benefit of the Japanese confectionary industry.
The tariff measures go into effect April 1 after Parliament, which
is controlled by the LDP, approves them. Approval is considered a
foregone conclusion.
Foreign Minister Abe, in briefing U.S. and European ambassadors
on the tariff cuts, said they had been made at "great sacrifice," and
were the "maximum efforts" Japan can make now to relieve trade
friction.

New Jersey recommissioned
40 years after first launch

BACK IN ACTION — Forty years after her original•commissioning, the USS New Jersey undergoes sea
trials off the California coast — her fourth tour with the active fleet.
AP Laserphoto

LONG BEACH, Calif.(AP) — President Reagan today recommissioned the USS New Jersey, a renovated World War II battleship
which he said shows the United States is "rearming with prudence"
to protect the free world.
While naval experts questioned the usefulness of the ship which
cost $326 million to renovate, Reagan said, "The price of neglect
would be infinitely higher."
He said the Soviet Union had reached "superpower status only by
virtue of its military might.It has done so by sacrificing and ignoring
achievements in any and every other field."
The Soviets, he said, have built a navy for offensive action, to cut
free world supply lines and prevent free world allies from reaching
each other in war.
Reagan made his remarks in a speech for delivery at a dockside
ceremony that officially brings the battleship back to the fleet.
Showing sensitivity to criticism of the pricetag, Reagan said the
ship's recommissioning "demonstrated that we are rearming with
prudence, using existing assets to the fullest."
He said work was done "on budget, on schedule and with the maximum cost effective application of high technology to existing
assets."
Reagan said that in the 1970s the United States decreased defense
spending by 22 percent and the Navy's fleet shrank from more than
1,000 ships to 453.
The New Jersey is the first of four sister ships Reagan wants to
return to active duty.
But critics wondered just how effective the New Jersey would be.
"There are other, cheaper ways to get gunpower on a ship," said
Norman Polmar, a writer and consultant to the naval and aerospace
industries. "We're talking about 1,800 people to tote around nine guns
or 40 missiles. It's not cost effective."
Jeffrey Record, a defense analyst with the Institute for Foreign
Policy Analysis, said, "I don't think there is anything inherently.
stupid or wasteful about bringing out older ships. But if they are used
only as battleships, it is hard to make a case for them."
He added that a battleship is "good for showing the flag" in a
military world dominated by missiles and high technology.
Meanwhile, one senior Navy Department official said the missilebearing vessel is now "the most modern warship in the world."
Rear Adm. Walter T. Piotti Jr., director of the Navy's surface warfare division, said the improvements give the ship "a war-fighting
competence relevant to the 1980s and beyond."
He told the House Armed Services seapower subcommittee earlier
this month that the modernization was "one of the most successful
and cost-effective Navy programs of modern times."
The USS New Jersey was launched Dec. 7, 1942, a year after the
Japanese attack on the Pacific Fleet in Pearl Harbor. The ship took
part in the conquest of Okinawa and transported 1,000 troops home at
the end of the war.
The New Jersey was decommissioned in 1948; recommissioned in
the Korean conflict; decommissioned in 1957; and brought back 11
years later for use as a heavy bombardment ship off Vietnam. The
ship was once again decommissioned after the Vietnam duty.

Storms...
(Continued From Pagel)
travel," said Bob Munger, a
spokesman for the Department of
Roads in Nebraska, where drifting snow had blocked some access ramps along Interstate 80,
according to amateur radio
reports.
A Greyhound bus skidded off the
highway near Kearney, Neb., injuring 25 people.
Frustrated state officials pulled
snowplows off the roads Monday
night. "It's just coming down so
fast," said state patrol dispatcher
Barb Viergutz in Norfolk.

In Louisiana, state police closed
at least 50 roads due to flooding
from a band of weekend
thunderstorms that dumped as
much as 16 inches on parts of the
state and spawned several tornadoes in rural areas. There were
no injuries from the tornadoes but
severe damage was reported in
some areas.
National Guard troops were
helping evacuate about 400
residents of small communities
along the rain-swollen Calcasieu
River in Allen Parish in Louisiana.

House winners announce
contributions, expenses
WASHINGTON (AP) — Kentucky's seven incumbent U.S.
representatives spent more than a
million dollars this year to gain reelection, according to reports filed
with the Federal Election Commission.
In finance reports through Nov.
22, the state's four Democrats and
three Republican House members
spent a combined total of
$1,107,393.
Those figures don't include contributions to Doye Davenport, the
Democrat who challenged
Republican Rep. Harold "Hal"
Rogers in the heavily Republican
5th District. The election commission had no recent report filed by
Davenport.
Also, Rep. Carroll Hubbard, a
Democrat from the 1st District,
had no opposition.
Rep. Larry Hopkins, a
Republican from the 6th District,
raised more and spent more
mot.ey than the other six in-

cumbents. Hopkins raised $315,466
and spent $401,772. Hopkins also
received the largest amount of
money from PACs,$127,866.
Rep. Gene Snyder, R-4th
District, was second in the raising
and spending category. Snyder
raised $214,545 and spent $275,649.
The remainder of the incumbents finances went this way:
Rep. Romano Mazzoli, D-3rd
District, raised $165,537 and spent
$178,713; Rogers raised $138,754;
Hubbard raised $77,694 and spent
$66,272; Rep. Carl nerkins, D-7th
District raised $23,564 and spent
$18,433.
Perkins broke from recent
tradition and raised money this
year. Most of his contributions,
$21,174,came from PACs.
The seventh incumbent, Rep.
William Natcher, D-2nd District,
does not accept campaign contributions. He financed his campaign, which cost $13,766, with his
own money.

Flooding already had forced
about 500 people out of their
homes in the Alexandria area and
about 800 were evacuated around
Monroe.
Some flooding also was reported
In Arkansas and around Beaumont, Texas, where the same
storm system dumped up to 9 inches late Sunday and early Monday before moving into Louisiana.
Other parts of southeastern
Texas received more than 13 inches of rainfall over a two-day

period. Up to 60 homes were partially under water Monday in Port
Arthur, Texas, and many streets
were closed in Pine Bluff, Ark.,
due to flooding.
In northern Mississippi,
rescuers used boats and fourwheel drive vehicles to evacuate
flood victims.
The torrential rains moved out
of Louisiana later Monday, but
thunderstorms continued to lash
Illinois, western Kentucky and
parts of Iowa, Missouri, Ten-

nessee and Mississippi, including
areas where pre-Christmas
flooding forced thousands of
evacuations along the Mississippi,
Missouri and Illinois rivers.
More snow was falling today in
Nebraska, South Dakota and Kansas.
Colorado residents braced for 6
more inches of snow today as
travelers stranded by a recordbreaking Christmas Eve blizzard
began to move out in planes and
buses.

Tax returns...
federal law, the result would be to
(Continued From Page 11
make the filing system as comcollective
yield.
the
same
state
The governor said at the time plicated as it is currently.
— The repeal of federal income
that the original 3.65 percent projected was in error because of a tax deductibility from the state
computer mistake by the research tax under Brown's plan would
create "a progressive system at
firm hired by the state.
He then estimated that the rate all levels."
— New sets of tables will be
would have to be in the
needed to describe the detailed
neighborhood of 4 percent.
The LRC report indicated that impact of the proposed system at
a 4.27 percent rate.
still is an underestimate.
On the winners and losers, the
It said a 4.27 percent rate would
be necessary to produce the need- LRC report said it could not verify
ed $551 million a year for the state
in 1980.
"And even that rate might not
be sufficient to generate the same
(Continued From Page 11
annual revenue growth as the exmanship of Warner Amex Cable
isting tax," it said.
Among the other LRC conclu- Communications Inc., a major
cable television company.
sions:
Reagan, in a letter to Lewis,
— Changes in federal tax law,
resulting from interests different said he accepted the resignation
than those of Kentucky, "could "with great regret." He cited
adversely affect Kentucky's in- Lewis' efforts during the air traffic controllers' strike in August
come tax revenues."
— But if the state wanted to 1981, saying the secretary "acted
divorce itself from a tie with with both prudence and firm-

that 331,000 taxpayers would pay
more and 693,000 less in taxes as
claimed by the Revenue Cabinet.
"The lack of data about the filing characteristics . . . was the
greatest problem," it said.
The study also said it found that
the loss to the average loser would
be much lower than Revenue's
estimates and the gain for the winners, in most cases, would be
significantly greater than the
state estimated.

Drew Lewis...

ness."
Lewis said he plans to return to
private business in February,
after the administration presents
its fiscal 1984 budget to Congress.
Lewis, who was a successful
businessman before he joined the
government in January 1981,
would be the third member of
President Reagan's Cabinet to
return to private life.
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Candle-lit Olive Blvd. and the spirit
behind it did much to brighten Christmas

What is definition
of executive privilege?
Congress and successive American presidents
have long crossed swords over the doctrine of "executive privilege." Does the executive branch have
the right to withhold selected information from
legislators?
The Supreme Court upheld the right of executive
privilege in 1974, but still ordered former President
Richard Nixon to hand over tape recordings sought
by Congress in the Watergate affair. The court's
decision was less than definitive, however,in specifying what kind of information may legally be
withheld and what may not. The Nixon case involved criminal charges, and the court decision turned
upon this fact.
These uncertainties may now be diminished by
the litigation stemming from the recent House vote
citing Anne Gorsuch, administrator of the federal
Environmental Protection Agency, for contempt of
Congress.
Gorsuch, acting on specific orders from the White
House, had refused to provide a House committee
and a subcommittee with all of the documents they
requested on enforcement of legislation requiring
cleanup of toxic dump sites.
The White House and the EPA contend that
release of the documents in question would compromise enforcement efforts by alerting potential
defendants to weak points in the government's
cases against them.
But a clear majority of House members rejected
that defense and insisted on disclosure, even if doing so means that Gorsuch may be indicted by a
federal grand jury, tried, and convicted on a contempt charge that could send her to jail for a year.
The Justice Department promptly filed suit in
U.S. District Court against the House leadership in
an effort to move the dispute from a criminal to a
civil status
So, the battle is joined. Whichever way it goes,appeals are likely to carry it to the Supreme Court.
Appropriately enough, that seems like the logical
place to clarify the doctrine of executive privilege.
Armed with a new court ruling, future administrations and congresses may be able to
resolve their disputes over information without running the risk of sending conscientious federal officials to jail.

64,
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How'do court stém'
spell R-E-L-I-E-F?;
Burger addresses matter
The nation's clogged courts desperately need
relief. Can't more disputes be resolved outside of
formal judicial channels? Efforts to do so got a
welcome boost recently from U.S. Chief Justice
Warren Burger.
In a speech to the Institute of Judicial Administration, Burger wisely pointed to some areas
— such as child-custody cases and domestic
disputes — in which judges need not be initially involved as a matter of course. The chief justice also
suggested that some personal injury and property
damage cases could be administratively resolved,
as worker compensation cases now are handled.
The point is not to strip citizens of their right to
seek redress in the courts. However, the costs of
litigation and of court operation argue against cluttering the judicial system with disputes that could
be resolved by other means.
Citizens, whose cases sometimes creep through
the courts, might obtain relief in speedier and less
costly proceedings. The courts would be freed for
more urgent tasks in both civil and criminal cases.
Thus, we believe there is a strong case to be made
for the citizens' complaint and mediation centers
that have emerged around the nation in recent
years. This approach has proved especially effective in resolving family, landlord-tenant and small
claims disputes. The centers use voluntary procedures, with a neutral third party trying to find a
mutually satisfactory solution for the contending
claimants
The "mediation-not-litigation" approach makes
sense. It deserves Burger's encouraging words.
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We can'i let this Christmas season
take its place in the annals of time
without making note of the contribution the folks over on Olive Blvd. between 13th and 14th Streets made to
brighten Murray's Christmas.
I for one really appreciated the
beautiful, unique Christmas lighting
they worked so hard to plan and to
put up for two consecutive nights for
all to enjoy.
The entire block was lighted by
four rows of candles In white, oiltype-paper bags — along the curbs in
front of the 21 homes on the block as
well as lining the curbs of the median
.dividing the street.
The candles, each wrapped in
aluminum foil to help them to last
longer, were set in 2 inches of sand in
each bag.
The idea, basically, came from
Howard Titsworth, who had seen it
done somewhere, and putting it
together became a real community
project. Almost everyone on the
block became involved. Some got the
sand, some the bags and others the
candles. Those who were unable to
get out stayed inside, wrapping the
candles in the aluminum foil.
Then starting about 5 p.m. the
afternoon of Sunday, Dec. 18, they
began putting them out, seven feet
apart up one side of the street and
down the other and along the curbs of
the median. By 6 p.m., all had been
lighted, and it was beautiful.
• • •
The best I can figure, using the little pocket calculator which old Santa
Claus left for me and having been
told there were 26 candles in front of
each house, there must have been
something like 1,200 of the lighted
bags set out, estimating those along
the median.

It was a beautiful thing I.do,and a
lot of people drove slowly peat enjoying it. It was my turn to drive the
church van that Sunday evening,
picking up some of our senior citizens
without transportation and wishing
to attend the evening worship service, and we made it a point to take
"the long way home" after church,
going along Olive so they could see
the lights. They, too, thought it was
beautiful.
• • •
There's also a not-too-pretty side to
the story.
The candles hadn't been burning
long that first night they were out
before a car stopped near Hub
Perry's house and someone was seen
to jump from the car and scoop up
seven or eight of the lighted bags,
making off with them.
The next morning, it was
discovered that almost all the bags
that had been placed in front of
Heron and Rebecca West's place had
been stolen. Further down the block a
couple dozen of them had been
deliberately run over and destroyed
by vandals in a car.
Undaunted, though, the good people on that stretch of Olive got out the
next day, replaced all the missing
bags, put new candles in all of the
others and straightened them up.
Hub Perry and J. D. Rayburn were a
couple of those who worked all day
doing this.
Late that afternoon, the candles
were lighted again, and for the next
several hours the entire
neighborhood again glowed with the
brightness of Christmas.
• • •
That was it. Early Tuesday morning, Dec. 21, they were cleaning them
up. Hugh Oakley and E.B. Howton

were seen picking up the begs,
removing the candle'tubs and damping the sand into garbage csaa. Further down the block, two ladles, still
in their robes, were out doing the
same thbig
With everyone working together
like that, it didn't take long. Coming
back that way a short time later, you
would never have known all that had
taken place on the block.
For one, I hope they will do it egilah
next year. Despite a few map
preciative, ckstructive jerks, it was a
beautiful, neighborly thing to do to
help brighten Christmas in the good
town in which we live, and I appreciated it.
• • •
In the 40 years we have been married, Cathryn and I always have had
a Christmas tree up every Christmas
without fail. This year, though, having planned to spend the holiday in
Louisville with daughter Kay and her
family, we didn't think we would put
one up.
"What would be the use?" we asked ourselves."We won't be here."
The customary decorations were
about the house, but as Christmas approached, it just didn't seem like
Christmas without a tree in the usual
corner of the living room. This
bothered both of us, as well as son
Jeff.
Our kids always have rebelled at
the idea of an artificial tree, as much
as I have lobbied for one. They say
It's not Christmas without the piney
smell of the real ones. They associate
that as part of Christmas and their
childhoods. Consequently, we always
have had a cut tree, and I wouldn't
dare add up what we've spent for
them.
The more we thought about it,
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by tom raum

capitol ideas
WASHINGTON (AP) — In one of
the final acts of what many
lawmakers called the least productive congressional session in
decades, the Senate quietly voted to
establish a new congressional
award: The "U.S. Senate productivity award."
The measure, passed by
unanimous voice vote in the closing
hours of the 97th Congress, will allow
each senator to select one home-state
individual or business a year to
receive the medallion.
Citing a drop in US. productivity,
not to mention the near paralysis that
gripped the Senate in the closing
days of the lame-duck session, Sen.
Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, told colleagues:
"This award will bring successful
productivity practices to the attention of thousands of others who could
also implement them."
The Senate agreed to dish out
$100,000 to set up the award program
The money will be used to contract
a private firm to provide each
senator with "the materials
necessary for the proper implemeatation of the award presentation
pro.
cess."
Peace and quiet finally has been
restored to the suburban Washington
neighborhood of Senate Armed Seegleam Commit's* Chairman John

Tower, R-Texas.
The long familiar roar from the
rusted-out muffler of Tower's 1972
Dodge Charger has been silenced for
good.
Some of Towers neighbors had
been extremely upset, but for months
their protests fell on understandably
deaf ears. Local police were summoned. They labelled Tower's muffler "marginal," but declined to
order him to have it replaced.
But now,all that's been changed.
The muffler finally fell off Tower's
car altogether, on the Capitol
grounds, and Tower was forced to
replace it.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general h)Editors reserve the right to CODdense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger 111
Thum Boo INS, Murray, Ky.

though. the more convinced we
became that we really did need to put
op• tree, regardless of whether we
would be around it Christmas morning er not
With six days left until Christmas.
the die was can We had to have a
tree. Rather then buy one al those espanne,Scotch pines like we generally had and which are so shapely and
pretty, I simply did as my father
before rne had done for so many
(hristmasess when my brother. and
I were growing up
I went out into the woods, aloes
with W J Pitman. and found myself
a little cedar. When I came in with it,
Cathryn howled with laughter Some
seven feet tail, it was about as big
around as a barrel, and I wouldn't
say its branches were of the desired
Wetness.
• • •
But it had been fun finding and getting it. We at least had a tree Our
tree-in-the-house record was intact
Once in its stand, I sprayed it fully
with green paint and let it dry. which
didn't take long If I ever do that
again, however, Ill leave it outside
until the paint odor goes away For a
couple of days, the inside of the house
smelled strongly of paint.
But that soon went away, and the
little tree, as slender and as sparce in
limbs as it was, was fully decorated
The "little angel," which, too. has
topped our Christmas trees from that
first one together years ago, glowed
from its topmost branch.
Like the candle-lit bags along
Olive, the little cedar simply proves
again that It doesn't take much to bring out the brightness of Christmas
I hope you had as merry and meaningful one as we did. We in America
are richly blessed.

The old muffler was retrieved by
Tower's staff. They took his entire
muffler and tail-pipe assembly and
turned it into a floor lamp. The contraption, complete with a lamp shade
and red bow, was presented to Tower
for Christmas.
When asked how he liked the new
muffler, Tower sighed, conceded It
was quieter, but complained: "I used
to get nine miles a gallon with the old
muffler, but with the new one I only
get eight."

Till years ago
TO,...114MX,ati 9fitncli 41PProvitti
a proposed budget of RIC* for 1973
at its meeting last night at the city
hall.
Deaths reported include Mrs
Waymon Ruby) Young. 67. Mrs. Orval ( Maybelie ) Simmons. 70, and
J.B. Trevathan, 79.
Cindy Outland, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Hardy 0. Outland, and Ted
McCuiston, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ted
McCuiston, were crowned as Queen
and King at the annual homecoming
basketball game at New Concord
School.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pendergrass,
Dec. 30, and a girl to Mr and Mrs.
William Fandrich, Dec. 19
Mrs. Chlora Farmer will celebrate
her 82nd birthday on Dec. 29
Twenty years ago
John Lax, Coffield Vance, Claude
Miller, Ralph Bogard and Harry
Recker will be Metalled as deacons of
the Memorial Baptist Church on Sunday.
Jimmy 0111a, son of Mr. and Mrs
Howard 0111a, Red Wing. Minn.,
formerly of Murray, has received a
four-year all-expense scholarship to
the University of Chicago. He is a
graduate of Wing High School, Red
Wing.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr and
Mrs. George Tarry, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Herndon, a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Jerry Falwell, a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Jerry Vance, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Elton Telle and a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Thurman Pace
Phyllis McNutt is serving as worthy advisor of Murray Assembly No
19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls
William R. Powell of Paducah will
be guest speaker at Sunday services
of College Presbyterian Church.
Thirty years ago
"Murray Wholesale Grocery is
building a whale of a warehouse and
offices an their lot at the corner of
East Main Street and the Railroad,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Deaths reported include Miss Sally
Burk,79.
William D Medearis is the new
minister of the Murray Church*eL.
Christ. He and his family have moved into their residence at 106 North
12th St.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Tabers, Dec. lit,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Markus
Hargrove, Dec. 19, and a girl to Dr.
and Mrs. C.C. Lowry,Dec. 30.
Whigo best New Concord in the
opening round of the Junior Chamber
of Conuneree High School Bashetball
Tournament here. Tommy Mullins
and Ed James each scored 22 points
for Wing° and Gene Mathis scored 23
points for New Concord.
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Salvation Army worker uses coronet
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Richard Munn is
'a Salvation Army kettle
watcher during the
Christmas season but he
doesn't use a bell to
solicit donations from the
public.
"I think it would drive
me crazy ringing that
thing all day," said
Munn, who came up with
something different — he
plays a coronet.
"I want people to see
the kettle and the Salvetion Army and see it is a
ministry and not begglag," he explained.
"I've had people come
up and say it makes a difference with the coronet.
A woman said it was the
most Christmas spirit
she'd seen in 10 years and
dropped in $5," Munn
said.
Six days a week for
about two weeks, Munn
has been arriving for
eight hours to duty at the
kettle. He fortifies
himself against freezing
weather with three
sweaters, two pairs of

socks, thermal
underwear and a heavy
coat.
He earns $3.75 an hour
and on an average day
collects 8250 in donations.
"I think my job is to
stand here looking smart,
playing carols, smiling
and wishing people a
merry Christmas," he
said. "That really cheers
a lot of people."
Munn said he has two
motives: "part is to earn
my tuition for next
semester, and part of it is
my ministry for the
Christmas period.
Munn learned to play
the coronet in Africa
where his parents served
as missionaries for 10
years.
A native of North London, England, Munn is a
student at Asbury College
in Wilmore.
"I enjoy playing my
coronet. I enjoy seeing a
smile on a face when someone walks by. They
light up. Whether they
drop a quarter or a penny,I don't care."

Frequently, the donors
request certain songs.
"Unfortunately, the
biggest requests are for
'Rudolph.' I don't know
how to play that yet."
Munn represents the
fourth geperation of his
family to cast his lot with
the Salvation Army.
"My great-grandfather
was one of the early
pioneers when the Salvation Army started," he
said.
"They called him 'Mad
Munn.' He used to go
around preaching on a
white horse.
"Sometimes they held
services someplace and
the people would come inside. There'd be a coffin
down front.
"The coffin would open
up and my greatgrandfather would start
preaching. That's why
they called him 'Mad
Munn."
The younger Munn said
he never questioned his
religious faith until he
went to Boston several
years ago for a Salvation

Army summer camp.
"That's where I met
the Lord," he said.
The camp director was
preaching one day and
kept emphasizing asse
point: "A day without
Christ is a life without
purpose."
"I remember sitting in
the service and thinking
the words he was speaking were the truth,"
Munn said. "I had been a
nominal Christian but
there wasn't a personal
commitment."
"What happened to me
was not dramatic. I just
stood up and prayed. Until then, my life had seemed meaningless."
For the rest of the
Christmas season, Munn
will be at his station, using his gleaming horn to
entertain shoppers with
some 45 songs an hour.
"It's a humble talent
but I dedicate it to his service and he rewards that,
using your smallest
talents to glorify his
kingdom."

Handicapped persons are observant drivers
THIS QUINTESSENTIAL QUINTET,all top models, all under 30— clockwide, beginning from the far left,
Shaun Casey, Eva Voorhis, Carol Alt, Iman and Clotilde — four have lucrative advertising contracts in addition to their regular modeling assignments. They are right up there earning six-figure salaries with the most
successful of those MBA business men and women in leas glamorous endeavors. Yet they are no sawdust
dolls. They have invested, according to a recent issue of Harper's Bazaar, in everything from real estate to
mutual funds, condos to supermarkets. But they do have their extravagances like a Paris apartment, Abyssinian cats, expensive linens, lots of travel. It's a lush life, but they all admit modeling is a "short-lived
career."

Dexter Homemakers give donations
The Dexter
Homemakers Club
recently sponsored a
benefit supper and
singing at the Dexter
Community Center.
A total of 010 was raised. The club gave 6255 to
the Crippled Children's
Telethon and $255 to the
Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensive Care
Center.

Helga Keller
Of Murray
lost 21
lbs. in
6 weeks

This year the club has
been quilting to raise
money. The club gave $75
to the Calloway County
Rescue Squad and $10 to
Western State Hospital,
Hopkinsville. Members
voted to give $1 per
member to the cancer
fund.
Mrs. 011ie Colson,
president, presided at the
recent meeting of the
club. Maude Woodall
gave the devotion with
prayer being led by Mrs.
Luna Ernestberger.
Elizabeth Puckett gave
the secretary's report.
Lessons on "Stress
Management" and "Gifts
From the Kitchen" were
presented by Maude
Woodall.
Other members present were May Denny,
Ruby Haley, Irene Mitchuson and June Pritchett. Three visitors were
Debbie Rowe, Jane Pitchett and Pansy Pritchett
who became new
members of the club.

The club meets each second Thursday at 9:30
a.m. at the Dexter Corn-

Best sellers released
Current best sellers for
the week of, Dec. 26 as
listed by Time magazine
are as fonOws:
FICTION
1. "Space," James A.
Michener
2. "2010: Odyssey
Two," Arthur C. Clarke
3. "The E,T.
Storybook," William
Kotzwinkle
4. "Foundation's
Edge,"Isaac Asimov
5. "Master of the
Game,"Sidney Sheldon

HRS
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NON-FICTION
1. "And More By Andy
Rooney," Andrew 4.
Rooney
2. "Living, Loving &
Learning," Leo
Buscaglia
3. "Jane Fonda's
Workout Book"
4. "Megatrends," John
Naisbitt
5. A Light in the Attic,"
Shel Silverstein
(Courtesy of Time, the
weekly newsmagazine.)

Jewelry trends listed

NEW YORK (AP) —
The emphasis will be on
color in the new jewelry
this spring, the Jewelry
Industry Council reports,
with a carry-through of
fall's black and white
look also still in evidence.
• "There's color in
gemstones, pearls,
precious metals and also
fashion jewelry," says
Kae McCulloch, the council's fashion director, who
notes that permanently

NICK NOLTE
is a cop
EDDIE MURPHY
is a convict.

munity Center. Visitors
are welcome, a
spokesman said.

color-treated freshwater
pearls are taking on
bright hues of pink, purple, lavender, peach and
apricot.
Pearls are combined
with rubies, sapphires
and emeralds for eyecatching color, and
pearls also team with coral, opal, hematite, jade
and garnet for colorful
accents, and pink quartz
is often used with pinkhued pearls,

INSTITUTE, W.Va.
(AP) — Deaf motorists
are more observant than
those who can hear, and
being a genius is no advantage behind the steering wheel, says a driving
instructor who
specializes in teaching
the handicapped.
"Of course, I'm a little
prejudiced," Bill Ramsey
said with a laugh. "But, I
should know what I'm
talking about."
Ramsey, who teaches
driving at the West
Virginia Rehabilitation
Center, is also president
°Utile National Associatiesi of Driver Educntors
foribe Disabled.
During nearly two
decades of teaching,
Ramsey has worked with
hundreds of slow
learners, quadriplegics.

paraplegics and deaf people, among others.
"I even helped one guy
get a driver's license
even though he was considered to be legally
blind," he said.
Ramsey, who uses
many of the latest
technological aides, said
deaf people are particularly good drivers.
"They've got it all over
us hearing people when it
comes to driving," he
said in a recent interview. "It's because
they've always taken in
everything with their
eyes, and, as a result,
.they tend to see
everything."
He also thinks slow
learners are among the
best drivers, while
geniuses make the worst.
"A slow learner con-

Fields now at Lackland
Airman Michael D.
Fields, son of Chester L.
and Jackie E. Fields, Rt.
4, Benton, has completed
Air Force basic training
at Lackland Air Force
Base,Texas.
The airman, who is remaining at Lackland for
specialized training in the
security police field,
studied the Air Force
mission, organization and
customs and received
special instruction in
human relations.
Completion of this traning earned the individual
credits toward an
associate degree in applied science through the
Community College of the

Air Force,
Fields is a 1980
graduate of Marshall
County High School, Benton.

Top ten records
for this week
are released
Michael D.Fields

After Xmas Sale

task

Helga will be
celebrating 198321 lbs. slimmer
"I hod read about Diet
Center in notional
magazines & in the local
paper. I hod come to the
conclusion that Diet Center
was the answer. I hod tried
& tried to diet on my own
but just couldn't. I hod to
hove help this time. So
after losing 21 lbs. I feel
totally different about
myself, both inside & outside. Now shopping for
clothes is so much fun. Fat
isn't fun; but with Diet
Center you no longer have
to be that way! I recommend Diet Center to
everyone who needs to lose
weight.

For Saccess —
Call Diet Center!
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Best-selling top ten
records of the week of
Dec. 26 based on the Cash
Box Magazine's nationwide survey were as
follows:
1. "Maneater," Hall &
Oates
2. "Mickey," Toni Basil
3. "The Girl Is Mine,"
Jackson & McCartney
4. "Truly," Lionel
Richie
5. "Dirty Laundry,"
Don Henley
8. "Down Under," Men
at Work
7. "It's Raining
Again," Supertramp
8. "Sexual Healing,"
Marvin Gaye
9. "The Look of Love,"
ABC
10. "Steppin' Out," Joe
Jackson.

he step
Bel Air Shopping Conti"
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Children s Fashions

c.eadder

emerging from a mourning period, are collaborating on holiday
duties that used to be
handled by their late
mother, Princess Grace.
Albert, 24, and
Caroline, 25, appeared at
numerous Christmas
festivities in their
Mediterranean principality last week. Filling
their mother's shoes,
they helped hand out toys
to children.
Princess Stephanie, 17,
accompanied her older
brother and sister on
several occasions — appearing for the first time
without the neck brace
she had worn since a
Sept. 13 accident that killed her mother.
Princess Grace, who
starred in films as Grace
Kelly before her marriage to Prince Rainier,
suffered a stroke while
driving on a twisting
mountain road near
Monte Carlo. The car
plunged down a ravine,
and Princess Grace died
the next day.

Lynn Beatty,
bride-elect of John
Oliver, bas made
her selection of
pottery. The wedding will be
Januaryn.

All Sales Final— Exchanges Where Possible

hottest new
actress. IS

Nappy 1983 New Year
from Counselors who
Care.
641 N.
The Village
Mon.-Fri. 8-5:30
a Sot. 10-1 753-0020

3

projected in front of
them.
"These films are so
realistic that I've had
students scream and
duck when a car comes at
them head-on," he said.
After the students
master the simulators,
they graduate to an offstreet driving maze on
the campus of adjoining
West Virginia State College.
"By the time I'm
through with them and
before they attempt to
drive on the highway,
they will have experienced 99 percent of the things
that can happen on The
road'•Ramsey said. "In
fact, they'll be almost
paranoid about what can
happen on the highway;
they'll be driving defensively and will be
prepared for anything."
About 95 percent of his
students pass their driving tests. he said

Prince and Princess
of Monaco appearing
MONTE CARLO,
Monaco (AP) — Prince
Albert and Princess
Caroline of Monaco,

•NO PASSES•

Maus c

centrat,es totally on driving," he said. "However,.
most people let their
minds stray while they're
driving and this is particularly true with the
most highly intelligent
people."
Teaching paraplegics
and quadriplegics is the
most rewarding thing
Ramsey's ever done, he
said.
"In our society,,and
especially in a largely
rural state like West
Virginia, you've just got
to be mobile to be able to
live anything that
resembles a normal life,"
IA preparing Ilia
students for the highway,
Ramsey first makes
them familiar with an
automobile dashboard in
one of 14 computerized
driving simulators at the
center. Seated at the controls, they must cope with
driving situations in films

.7
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Aftermath of holidays good time to check fire hazards in homes

dotebook
John Sills Douglass born
Mr. rind Mrs. Stephen Douglass, Dover, Tenn.,
announce the arrival of their adopted son, John
Sills, dn Dec. 7. He weighed ate pounds LI ounces
and was born Oct. 27,1912.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ted Sills of
Dover, Tenn.,and Mr.and hire. John Earl Douglass
of Murray. Great-grandparents are Bun Swann of
Murray and Mrs. Bertha Sills and Mrs. Albert McCracken of Dover,Ten.

Grace plans service
A Watch Night Service will be at Grace Baptist
Church, 617 South Ninth St., on Friday, Dec. 31,
starting at 7:30 p.m. Special guests will be the
Golden Aires Quartet composed of Darvin Stom,
Danny Garland,Jackie Miller and Max McGinnis.
Sandwiches, deserts, chips and beverages will
be served. In charge of food arrangements are
Dean Downey and Joyce Underhill.

Friday event planned
Grades seven to twelve of First Baptist Church
will have a New Year's Eve Watch Night Service on
Friday, Dec. 31. The group will take a van to
Reidland Baptist Church for skating, bowling,
eating and the showing of the film, "Chariots of
Fire."

Hussung to be speaker
Steve Hussung, a minister at Lame Deer, Montana, will speak at prayer services on Wednesday,
Dec. 29, at 6:45 p.m. at First Baptist Church. He is
the son of Dr. and Mrs. Karl Hussung of Murray.

LOUISVILLE, K y
(AP)'- blest people are
reinett Is take dews
their Christmas tree awe
the festivities art over.
To most people, the
removing of the tree
means the holidays are
really over for another
year. But Capt. Donald
Cummins of the
Louisville Fire Prevention Bureau says you
should now think of your
tree as a possible torch,
just waiting for a spark to
ignite it.
"By now," Cummins
said, "the tree is so dry,
its an accident looking
for a place to happen."
He said trees should be
taken to the trash immediately. Cummins
warned the trees should
be thrown away, and not
cut up for firewood.
meant to burn things as
light as pine needles,"
"Fireplaces aren't
GERSHWIN
George Gershwin
played his "Concerto in
F," the first classical
composition in jazz, in
1925 at New York's
Carnegie Hall.

Cummins mid. lie said
the Ma Waft Swiri
three. the chimneys on
cineadica gases and
II& on the root Darning.
He said the same is true
for Darning Christmas
wrant/ini paperCrimmins said the
aftermath of the
Christmas holidays is a
good time to remind people to look for potential
fire hazards around the
house.
Statistics show that
most house tires are
caused by smoking
materials, he said, but
problems from beating
devices are growing. He
said people looking for
ways around expensive
gas and oil prices are turning to wood and coal
burners, and kerosene
and electric heaters,
which are potential fire
hazards.
People attempting to
install these devices
themselves should follow
manufacturer's safety instructions, Cummins
said. He added all heating
appliances should be inspected, cleaned and adjusted by a professional

Babbles From Bobbie

A New Year's Eve Party and Dance will be at
Murray Country Club on Friday, Dec. 31, from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. Music will be by "The Brethren" and
the admission will be $20 per couple. Favors and
Hors d'oeuvres will be provided.
Fred and Sharon Wells are chairmen of the event.
They will be assisted by O.B. and Margaret Boone,
Ellwood and Sharon Brown, Bob and Martha
Crawford, Jean S. Hurt and Don and Lois Keller.

"WATERFORD atYSTAL FROM IRELAND"
Waterford crystal has become quite the favorite
for formal dining. Priced a little higher than other
brand.. it has unique qualities that mike it a
sought after heirloom.
The Waterford Gloss House was founded in
Waterford, Ireland in 1783 by George and Williams
Penrose. They employed from 50 to 70 manufacturers, mostly from England, that brought Waterford fame for their standard of quality and design
in crystal.
The Waterford Glass House takes great pains to
assure collectors of an absolutely white and colorless gloss. The 331
/
2 lead crystal is hooted,
blown by mouth to shape and carved by hand. Only
when a piece is perfect does the name "Waterford" get stomped on.
Many tabletop items ore available from stemware, bowls, decanters, vases, cruets, crew and
sugar sets, candle holders, ashtrays, salt and popper shakers, and many others.
Unique patterns are engraved in the crystal and
the ability to match your stemware to other accessory items hove mode Waterford a favority.
Many patterns blend with one another *crests en.
interesting grouping of fine crystal;
r
Two relatively'rei*'lliffiinsions in the Waterford
line are dated Christmas ornaments and a boodened array of lamps and chandelier's. These are made
with the same attention being paid to quaility,
clarity and design.
No two pieces of Waterford ore identical, simply
because each piece is created by hand and not
molded. If in production, o piece is not nearly
perfect, it is smashed, melted and re-blown. This is
one of the reasons for Waterford's distinct beauty.
Many women aquire Waterford later in life by
having family and friends odd to their collection for
birthdays, anniversaries and Christmas gifts.
These collections are wonderful heirlooms to pass
thru the family for generations to come.

Students from this area Lori Murdock, Samuel
have been included in the Nunnally,
16th annual edition of
Kimberly Oles, KeWe
Who's Who Among L. Overbey, William
American Mel Scheel P'Pool, Teresa Ragsdale,
Students,1981-82.
Keith Allbritten, Brenda
Who's Who, published Armstrong, Tracy Beach,
by Educational Corn- Jon Billington, William
munications, Inc., Lake Bossing, David Braboy,
Forest, Ill., is one of the Brad Caner,Kathy Clark,
largest high school Melissa K. Conner, Perry
recognition publications Coopers Valerie Curry,
Ciddy
in'thecooktrIn' • T- *rxf, Mirk
Students are selectedo I Eldridge; Midhael K-.
by high school principals Evans, Donna K. Farley,
and guidance counselors, Ray Ferguson, Teresa
national youth groups, Ford, Steven Hale,
churclles or by the Donald Hargrove, Joy
publishing company bas- Hina, Tina Housdert, Ross
ed upan students' per- James, Mary Knight,
formance in scholarship Karen Lewis, Lori
award i contests or ex- Lovins, Andrea Marshall,
tracurricular activities.
Bradley McNutt,
Who's Who students
Regina Morris, Bill
also compete for over Murray, Erin R. O'Brien,
650,000 in scholarship Jonathan Overbey,
awards and participate in Ladona Overbey, John
the publication's annual Purdom, John Roberts,
opinion poll of teen at- Terri Roberts, Melanie
titudes.
Roos, Chuck Storey, LaThe book is distributed Jeanna Thornton,
on a complimentary basis
Richard Wagoner, Jim
to over 15,000 high West, Samantha Wilder,
schools, colleges, univer- Susan Rogers, Donna
sities and public libraries Rousee, Whitney Taylor,
throughout the country.
Dale Torsak, Steven
Local students selected Wells, Monika West and
for this year's volumes Lisa Wilson.
Include:
Jay Allbritten, Carl
•
,
ttx
*13'A/
t 0'
Anderson, James Arm- .
- Ar,strong, Claire Bell,
Tracey Borge, Jenise
*94-V•;''''''ilt4 5°1:',"'"f.c
Boyd, Van Bucy, Michael NI
4
litfiitt-W4'
„ik IF•,"it,7,1
Childress, Trisha Clark,
Rolan M. Conoley, Jr., Iidi
irr
1
A
e.
N"Ite
.--• v.•11
Sherry Coy, Michael 4.4.4
0
Daniel, Brian Doyle, it•(-..,
Melissa Emerson, Denise
Eversmeyer,
Debbie L. Farris, Nancy Fogle, Karen
Hainsworth, Amanda
Hammack, Steven
Henley, Kate Hoffman,
Mary James, Melanie
Kelly, Michele Kupchella, Laurie Lovett,
Lisa Maddox, Susan K,
McCarty, Alan Miller,

AmesimwelielelissemprUnap

f?,4,,, Is nee
4 Big Days To Save!
End of Year Saki
Now through Friday, Dec.31,t982

Coat Sale!
Save $20, $30, even $50
Reg. 59.99 to 129.99

Now 39.00 to 79.00
Save on:
• Leathers
• Storm Coats
• Long Wool Coats
• Stadium Jackets
• Rabbit Jackets and Pant Coats
• Jackets

Storm Coat
Reg. 110.00 69.00
Save 40.00!

71117arr

Better Novelty
Sweaters
Reg. 17.99
to 19.99

10.99

Lee
Reg. 17.99
to 19.99

Off
Store wide

,,The

onon)case
121 By Pass

753-4541

Jeans Reg. 299918.99
Corduroys

Wool Blazers

Better Blouses

We will be closed this Saturday
New Year's Day.
10:00-5:30
Mon.-Sat.

emaing it mid Maytag
there until someone
nisares yea.
If a peruse rens ma of
nine. Casantlas said.
crawl eat. immg lit year
heeds ead drew The mot
important thing to
remember. CUM=i111
waistorriacwissawaw
inside mice yea are ipwMet.

The Showcase

•In-Stock Merchandise!
()Cash Only!
•Current Bridal Registry Excluded

ALL
DISCOUNTED
W ALLPAPER
VV ALLPAiPER
3594 Lone Oak IW.
LONE OAK r4AZA
PADUCAH, KY.
1 6 RON-SAT
Sat-55441N

pressed whets fire is
diecereared. A firs estiegisisher ma ass be
helpful, but amnia
said the detector is a
mere meted tea
The mad impsetaat
step is Is phis as escape
rade ouit of the hems
should fire occur, C
miss mid. He maw
mends going tea window,

"If ye. have CONNOIMItS or
ifeeetioes, we weeW ap- 121 By Pass
predate bearing from yes."
753-4541

#0

Wallpaper
600
Sample
Books
700
Patterns
In Stock

tosaght. If a pram csal
afford a detector ter each
reels er each riser of the
knee, the sae detector
aboaid be lend easegh to
be heard over the IOW.
hems.
Calamine said to be
sure to test the detector
yourself with actual
smoke and not rely on the
alarm button that can be

WPM

Club plans Friday dance

Local students named

miesa yesr.
Males sere beaters are
est placed near canbastihie materials and check
electrical cards ter traylog. Never run an eiectrical card ender a reg.
Cammies said.
Cummins said once all
darken fire hazards are
elhalasted, a smoke
detector should be

Reg. 50.00

10.99

Wool Blend
Skirts

Pant Sale!

Cdvlfl Ken

Reg. 19.99
to 24.99

Jeans Reg. 49.9922.99

13.99

Reg. 42.0010.99

Save an solid or tweed
wool blazers and fall and
winter pants including;
wools,
corduroys.
heathers and garbardines Some styles
belted

Extra fashion, extra
value on our better
blouses in solids and
patterns, and wool-blend
skirts in three styles
Solid tones

15.99

Reg. 29.99

24.99

by

n.i.s

Jeans Reg 32 99 19.99
Plus $5.00 Chic Rebate
now to Dec. 31, 1982!

Bargains,Bargains,Bargains!
_

-- ---

Entire Stock Fall
and Winter
Dresses

Famous Name
Coordinates

,40% to 50% Off Savings to
Misses and Junior sizes
.._ 60% Off .
--.--Pantie Sale!
Reg:AMU*.

..._ Leather-Look
Handbags
Reg. 12.99

I..

--Dearfoam Booties
6.99
Beg. 10.00
Brushed Gowns
Reg 11.99

_ Legwarrners_
:- Re015.119:101.99

6 for 5.00

6.99

7.99

Amimoilimeir

Central Shopping Center
Hwy 641 N., Murray 753-7991

3.99 to 7.99

4
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Community calendar
Wednesday,Dec. 29
Tuesday,Dec. 28
Calloway County High 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. ior acSchool graduating class tivities by senior citizens
of 1902 wW have a new
year's party at 7 p.m. at
Thursday,Dec.30
Woodmen of the World
by Senior
Activities
call
information
For
Hall.
Citizens will be from 10
753-0286 or 753-6967
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.

lbursdey,Dec. 30
and Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
information call 759-1007
or 753-6009.

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at the Health
Center.
Singles Class will meet
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
WINS QUILT — Dan McNutt, Murray, shows the
"clown" quilt he won recently. It was made by
members of the Lakeland Chapter of the Daughters
of the Nile. The chapter contributed funds from the
sale of the quilt to the Shriners Hospitals for Crippled Children. The chapter also purchased a "Stepping Stone" in memory of Mrs. Betty Guess who died
recently. Monday from the "Stepping Stone" also
went directly to the hospitals. The Daughters of the
Nile is composed of women who have a male
relative who is a member of the Shrine of North
America. Members of the organization spent
several weekends working together sewing the quilt
and applying the clown heads to the surface of the
quilt. President of the Lakeland Chapter is Shirley
Gavner.

Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will meet at 6 p.m.
at the home of David and
Aleshia Cunningham.
Senior citizens centers
will be open as follows:
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Wednesday,Dec. 29
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from

DELTA MEETING — Mrs. Nadine Turner, R.N.,
center, spoke of her recent trip to China at a
meeting of the Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at the club house. On the left is Mrs.
Fred Clark, department chairman, and on the right
is Mrs. Clinton Rowlett, vice chairman. Hostesses
were Mrs. Henry Warren, Mrs. Wilbert Outland,
Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher and Dr. Janice Hooks.

FREE CLASSES!
ANNOUNCING!
Jean (Turner) Bird is now joining the staff
at Evelyn's Beauty Salon. Back from
Louisville, Jean invites old friends and pro-.
spective ones to call for a New Years Appointment.

Make your own
Christmas Gifts
Early. Come see Us At

ANN'S CERAMICS

Evelyn's Beauty Salon
753-2511
Control Shopping Center

Setik-Wurkmdn Co.
Will Be Closed Mon. Dec. 27 To Prepare For This
After Christmas

2

Now Located
2 miles West of
641 South on
Lauring Road.

492-8869

CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY - Mrs. Lue Crete Suitor celebrated her 87th birthday on Dec. 5 with a party given by her children and grandchildren at Westview
Nursing Home where she is a patient. Members of the Calloway Chamber
Singers were present to sing "Happy Birthday" to her. Among the singers is her
great-grandson, Kevin Crawford, pictured with Mrs. Suitor, who will be going to
Austria with the group in the summer of 1983. Her three living children are Mrs.
Mildred Crawford, Mrs. Lillian Hollifield and Mrs. Dorothy Burkeen. She has 13
grandchildren and several great-grandchildren.

Japanese spend holidays abroad

TOKYO (AP) — About holiday season abroad,
188,000 Japanese will up 2.7 percent from the
spend the New Year's year before, the Japan
Travel Bureau said today.
Spokesman Yoshiaki
Bentley's Invites You
Yoshida said Hawaii was
To Try Our
the most popular destinaSPECIAL
Jumbo Country
tion with 29,000 travelers
Ham Biscuits
reserving accommodations on the isles during
the Dec. 25 to Jan. 3
For Only $1
Period.
Taiwan ranked second
Court
with 28,000 Japanese
Square
travelers, followed by the
West Coast of the United
Murray
...A Meetin' fatin' Place
States with 27,000 and

.00
Ofirrtle0

Settle-Workman L
Big After-Christmas Sale
NO EXCHANGES, NO REFUNDS, NO ALTERATIONS ON SALE

SALE STARTS
TUESDAY
DECEMBER 28TH

MERCHANDISE

LADIES' DEPT.

MEN'S DEPT.
Men's Suits
Men's Robes
Men's Dress Shirts & Sport Shirts
Men's Sweaters
Men's Ties
Men's Dress Pants
Men's Dress Hats & Sport Hats
Men's Dress & Suburban Coats
All Men's Winter Jackets
Men's Leather Jackets
Men's Western Flannel Shirts
Men's Corduroy Jeans
Men's Nylon Quilted Vests
All Men's Jeans

Hong Kong with 26,000.
Of the 17,000 Japanese
going to Europe, more
than 70 percent chose
France, he said. Other
favored destinations
were Guam, Saipan and
other Pacific islands.
Foreign travel is
popular with Japanese.
An estimated 4 million
have gone abroad this
year. The New Year's
period is an especially
popular travel time
because companies
generally give their
employees several days
off.

13
/

1 2 OFF
TO /

20%
13
/

OFF

1 2 OFF
TO /

1/3 OFF
1 2 PRICE
/
1 3 OFF
/
1 2 PRICE
/

20% OFF
20 TO SO% OFF
25% OFF
20% OFF
13
/
12
/

OFF

PRICE

All Ladies Purses & Costume Jewelry
All Ladies Spring Coats
All Ladies Winter Coats
Ladies Dresses Jr., Misses & Half Sizes
All Ladies Slacks
Ladies Blouses
Ladies Robes
All Ladies Sportswear
Ladies Brushed Nylon Gowns & Pajamas
Ladies Flannel Pajamas Size 32 thru 42
All Sweaters
All Ladies Jeans Jrs & Misses
Jr. & Misses Actionwear

12
/

PRICE

20%
13
/

OFF

1 2 OFF
TO /

1 2 PRICE
/
1 3 OFF
/
1 2 PRICE
/

20% TO 50% OFF
12
/

PRICE

20% OFF
20% OFF
12
/

PRICE

20% OFF
20% OFF

20% OFF

CHILDREN'S DEPT.
All Girls Dress Shoes,
Casual Shoes Boots
One Table Ladies Shoes
One Table Ladies it, Boys Shoes
Entire Stock Of Men's & Boy's Athletic Shoes
All Men's Dress & Casual Shoes
By Wrangler and Fortune
All Men's Western Boots

20%

OFF

1 2 PRICE
/
Values To 13.99 $5.00

20%

OFF

20% 01
20% OFF

Settle-Workman

All Girls Winter Jackets Infant thru 14 Years
Girls Jeans Size 2T thru 14 Years
All Girls Dresses & Sportswear Size 2T thru 14Years
Boys Shirts Size 2T-18 Yrs.
Boys & Girls Robes & Pajamas
Boys Nylon Quilted Vests
One Group Of Children's Gloves, Tobbogans & Mittens
All Boys Maverick Jeans Slim, Req., Huskey

Across The Street From Bank of Murray
We Appreciate Your Business

13
/

1 2 OFF
TO /

20% OFF
13
/

PRICE

20% To50%
20%

OFF
OFF

12
/
12
/

PRICE

I. V2

PRICE

PRICE
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Contractor wins free speech decision

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)— Ins decision that
hes alarmed some en•ironmentalists, a
federal magistrate has
ruled thM a Louisville
man has a right to air his
views on a billboard in
Bullltt County.
Officials say the decision could pave the way
for billboards bearing
political and other now
Ledger & Times for runnadvertising
commerical
ing ads for movies like
to spring up along rural
Senior Snatch and Eager
sections of interstate
Beavers.
in Kentucky.
My annual Teenage highways
belongs to
victory
The
Pandering Award goes to
an
Wheeler,
E.
James
Homework, which won
contractor,
electrical
out over Fast Times at
who has fought to keep
Ridgemont High and
his "free speech"
Palmy's, both of which
billboard for 17 years.
has a modicum of inWheeler described the
telligence mixed in with
as a victory for
pandering. Homework ruling
and a vinspeech
free
was straight pandering
dication for his 17 years
unmixed with anything
as a self-appointed
resembling intelligence.
billboard watchdog.
In Homework, teens
State officials failed to
photograph naked
persuade U.S. Magistrate
Playboy models, go to
Joseph M. Hood last week
bed with Joan Collins,
to set aside his ruling.
and get to be rock stars
that
followed around by pan- They had argued
free
to
right
Wheeler's
ting groupies. With
overmovies like Homework, speech should not
to
right
public's
the
ride
teenagers hardly need to
highways.
uncluttered
waste their time and
But Hood referred to a
energy constructing fanSupreme Court deciU.S.
tasies of their own.
last year that prosion
Among the worst
billboard regulahibits
movies of the year, in a
tions that "favor comyear that had a fine,
mercial speech over any
healthy crop, it's a tossup
other form of speech."
among the 3-D effects;
An attorney for the
the two Roger Corman
state Bureau of
science fiction movies,
Highways, William H.
Forbidden Planet and
Wallace, declined to say
Galaxy of Terror, both of
Monday whether the
which used the same
state would appeal.
sets; Vice Squad, a really
Kentucky law bans
slimy movie for macho billboards within 660 feet
guys who like to see
of interstate highways exwomen beat up; Chu Chu cept for those erected by
and the Philly Flash, a a business on its premises
dog of a comedy that
must still cause Alan
Arkin, Carol Burnett, and
Ruth Buzzi to writhe in
embarrassment; and
Senior Snatch. Despite
the heavy competition,
Senior Snatch wins the
Worst Movie Award for
1982. Set in Hawaii,
Senior Snatch was about
California teenagers in
bikinis, surfboards, hang-

by
kent forleater

Awards announced
for best, worst films

The I-Thought-It-WasDa-Nang Award goes to
First Blood, in Mitch
SylvesterStallone plays a
Vietnam vet who absolutely trashed a nasty
small town in Idaho. This
must have been an deeply
satisfying movie for all
those Vietnam vets who
were mad because they
didn't get a homecoming
parade.
The It's-the NaturalFat-Globuled-Girl-for-Me
Award goes to all those
Dolly Parton fans who
believe that Dolly's chest
is constructed of fat cells
instead of silicon.
The Louisa May Alcott
and Most-Far-FetchedPremise Award goes to
Tron, which would have
us pretend that little people and little love affairs
and little Cuisinarts and
little trash compators exist inside computers.
The E.T.-Go-Home
Award goes to Forbidden
Planet, in which a
bulbous, tentacled thing
from another planet lusts
after and then rapes a
human female. Sure
thing. And humans are
turned on by sea urchins.
The Some-Say-HeavenWill-Be-a-Lot-Like-This
Award goes to
Monsignor, in which
Christopher Reeves plays
a dull priest who gets into
a monotnous love affair
with a lifeless nun.
The Pumping-Iron-Age
Award goes to Arnold
Schwarzenegger, the
mutantly-muscled body
builder who played Conan
the Barbarian in the
Hyborian Age.
The I-Pray-to-God-IfThere-Is-a-God Award
goes to .The Missionary,
In which Michael Patin
We. Alikliceirfpii 'Mall/W.51VMM
who a ncions Anglican'
dogma for a religion of and a lot of other neat
the heart. Happily for the things.
priest, this means that he
The best movie of the
can now fornicate with year — oh I'm so nervous
prostitutes to save their — goes to E.T., whose imsouls.
ages obviously touched
The Who's-on-First? something deep in the
Award goes to Victor/- American consciousness.
Victoria, in which Julie Second place goes to The
Andrews plays a woman World According to Garp,
who impersonates a man third to An Officer and a
who impersonates a man. Gentleman, fourth to
In other words, she is a Ragtime,fifth to Tootsie.
female male impersonator. If you undersNAUTILUS
In 1958, the U.S. Navy's
tand that, you should
keep a close watch on you nuclear submarine
own sexual identity.
Nautilus made the first
The Freedom-of-the- undersea crossing of the
Press Award goes to the North Pole.

Guys & Dolls
Famous

and those in areas that
have been maned for commercial see.
The law has served to
limit political and other
non-commercial
billboard advertising
along interstate; except
in those areas zoned commercial before Sept. 21.
1160. Most of those areas
are near cities.
But Wheeler, 59, has
challenged the law in
court repeatedly since
1965 when highway officials refused to grant
him a permit for his
billboard opposing a new
Mate constitution.
Moshe had kissed the
billboard, located near
the Jefferson County Line
and about 125 from I-45's
northbound lane, on land
that did not receive commercial zoning until after
1959.
On Aug. 8, 1966, state
highway workers with
state police sawed the
billboard down after a
state circuit judge
ordered its removal.
Wheeler's later attempts
to resurrect the billboard
landed him in jail on contempt charges.
Over the past 18 years,
Wheeler has challenged
the constitutionality of
Kentucky's billboard law
and the state's enforcement of it in six different
lawsuits in three jurisdictions.
Hood announced on
Oct. 25 he planned to rule
in Wheeler's favor. Last
week in Lexington, Hood
overruled protests by the
Department of Transportation. The magistrate is
expected to render a final
judgement in the case
next month.

Hood said last week he
hod not decided whether
to award monetary
damages to Wheeler and
his family. Wheeler, his
wile, Nora, and his
daughter, Shane Carmichsal. have reqessted
115.609 inch trim the
state to pay for their
CL
Whosisr as sought
damages at OWN for
each year he had been
denied use of the
billboard since 19115.

DONATION TO LIBRARY — (From Mit) Ando Knight sal Dese Peolm.
members if the Sigma Deportment of this Murray W's Club, preseaul a
check to Calloway County Public Library Programa Director limm Masse sad
Library Director Margaret Treenail', ter &Nimes oundoss spattered by the
PEACE TREATY
The [hatch concluded + library. The siansbis donation,from proceeds from leiteelleeky clarity Sores
Peace treaty with Indians Show, will seasimint the Wary at the callerete mom director aid prat New Amsterdam in chess much modal now bomb sad aisisrisla There me 14 regalorly selesdnisd
1645.
story hours each week and many special programs sesrod ter children.

Merchants plan big soles to lure shoppers
By The Azipociated Press
U your pockets aren't
empty from Christmas
gift buying, hold onto
your wallets because
some Tennessee merchants say they are planning big sales to lure
shoppers when the new
year begins.
Terry McDonald, vice
president for sales promotion at Cain-Sloan
department store in
Nashville, said January
Is "traditionally a price
break month" for shopPers.
"The consumer who is
very careful and wise can
find as good a bargain as
he can find during the
whole year" in January,
said McDonald, whose
chain operates four store
in Nashville.
And John Chavis,
manager of a Target
store in Nashville, said
his chain is also aiming

for big sales next month
when Target will boost its
January advertising by
40 percent over past
years
"We'll have more ads
each week and a sale
every week in January."
Chavis said.
In an informal survey
of stores, some merchants said they think
shoppers are returning
fewer gifts this year. But
the traditional postChristmas hunt for
bargains began on
schedule — the day after
the holiday — although it
was Sunday.
"They must have got
what they wanted — Santa must have brought
them what they asked
for," said Trade
Bingham, a sales clerk at
Claire's Boutique in
Nashville's Hickory
Hollow Mall.
"People who bought

gifts - mostly purses and
jewelry
questioned us
very carefully and made
sure they were getting
the right thing
beforehand," she said
At Castner-Knott,
which operates 10 department stores in Tennessee.
Kentucky and Alabama,
department manager
Nancy Walker said peeple were "looking for a
good bargain, and of
course, many get money
for the holidarr.McDonald said CainSloan stores were open
longer than usual Sunday
to meet the demand.
"We traditionally have
people tearing down the
doors to boy Christmas
items at 50 percent off,"
McDonald said. "Since
Sunday was the first day
after Christmas, it really
did require additional
hours. The demand was
heavier than normal."

Cain Sloan cut prices
more ober* than last
year to encourage shoppers in the tight econosny,
McDonald raid
"This year the price
break is from 25 percent
it's
to 40 percent off
jumped over the last few
years." he said "Tlw
times are demanding
that"
At Target, Chevis said
day-after-Christmas
sales were "extremely
brisk."
"I was very siu-prieed
since it was Sunday and
the weather was
Clouds said "Sales were
substantially up for the
day after Christmas."
But customers returned much less after
Christniss, he said
"The returns were
about half of what they
were last year," °mote
said. "I have no idea why
unless everyone Just
boaipt smarter."
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STARTS
THURSDAY
(Closed Wednesday)

One Group of Jeans
Large Group of Hats
One Group of Shoes

55 ea.

55 ea.
$15 pr.

Slacks
Suits, Sport Coats
Shirts

Y2

Price

50%-60% Off
20%-50%Off

GRAHAM Et JACKSON
For The Porticulor Mon

DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

112
Price Sale

Men's Department
40%40% Off
Blazers
Suits &
2Price
1
/
Slacks
Off
20%-50%
Dress Shirts
2Price
1
/
Sweaters& Sport Shirts
2Price
1
/
Belts & Ties

Ladies' Department
40%40% Off
Suits
40%-60% Off
Blazers
2Price
1
/
Wool Skirts & Slacks
2Price
1
/
Sweaters
2 Price
',,
Blouses

Nuckingliam flag till
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Hwy. 641 N.
7S3-9680

Traditional Clothing for Men and Women
Dland Center

All Sales Cash and Final *Alterations Extra

Wiggins Furniture 1 2 Hour Sale
Starts Wednesday-- Don't Miss It!
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Two cities, two counties,two states try to erect one
TEXARKANA, Texas
(AP) — It was supposed
to be completed in 1979,
but won't be finished for
at least two more years.
It was supposed to save
money by consolidating
operations, but officials
say they don't know
where they'll get the
funds to run it. And as
soon as it opens,
authorities expect to get
sued.
The Bi-State Criminal
Justice Project, a fourstory shell of a building
an State Line Avenue, has
generated controversy
since it was first proposed six years ago.
When completed, the
structure is to serve
citizens of Texarkana,
Texas, and Texarkana,
Ark., as well as residents
of Miller County, Arkansas, and Bowie County,
Texas.
The original cost was $7
million. Now the price is
up to $11 million, and officials say they need $7
million more to finish the
project.
"It never should have
been built. It's a
monstrosity," said
lifelong Texarkana,
Texas, resident John
Quincy Mahaffey, editor
of the Texarkana Gazette
for 23 years. "And every
time you get involved
with Arkansas you run into trouble."
"Texas has always had
more money than Arkansas, and they've managed it better, too," said

•Wal Mart Sells for less • W

Lantz Larry, Miller County tax assessor for 24
years. "We don't have 2
cents over the budget.
There's nothing left to go
nowhere. They went
ahead and obligated
themselves, but if you
don't have it you just
can't pay it."
All four city and county
jails are substandard,
and the new facilities on
the top story of the
building would solve that
problem. The center on
State Line Avenue also
would house both cities'
and counties' courts —
the Texas judges would
sit in Arkansas — and a
joint communications
center for the sheriffs' offices and police departments.
Texas had already
plaryied to build new jails
when Texarkana, Ark.,
Mayor Bobby Ferguson
proposed in 1976 that all
four entities throw in
together and put the
structure on the state
line.
Originally, officials
hoped to get the federal
government to pay twothirds of the cost. The
Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration committed $5 million
in 1976, said Raymond
Braswell, co-ordinator of
the Bi-State Criminal
Justice Project.
By the time officials got
state and federal approval of the jail plans,
acquired the land, and

Mart

Sell,
. I.

• Wit

broke ground, the money
was gone and so was the
LEM, which had been
cut from the federal
budget.
After searching unsuccessfully for other federal
money, the two sides
agreed that Texas would
pay 60 percent of the completion cost and Arkansas
40 percent. The Texas
side would own the
building.
Texas readily came up
with the money; Arkansas didn't.
By a 4-3 vote in October, the Miller County
Quorum Court passed a 4
percent tax on utilities.
Officials said they didn't
plan to collect the tax —
Just use it as collateral on
bonds to finance the rest
of the project.
"Miller County is more
hostile to it," said
Braswell. "It seems to
me that instead of looking
for options, people are
just thinking negatively."
"They (Arkansas
residents) just seem to
always vote `no," said
Bowie County Judge Ed
Miller. "But we don't
want to stress that state
line much. They're very
sensitive about it."
"Texas is bigger, and
people in Arkansas just
resent the Texas attitude," said Braswell.
"You know: everything's
bigger, everything's better in Texas."
The federal courthouse
is on the state line

Mart Sells for to..,

INALNMART

laws enabling officers to
chase people into other
states and arrest them
there.
The problem of
prisoners in the new jail
was solved in 1978 when
both states passed special

legislation making the
prisoners "belong to the
law enforcement agency
that arrested them," said
Miller.
But the question isn't
completely settled.
"We expect when the

building opens to have
jurisdiction suits immediately," Braswell
said. "But all the attorney general staffs
have researched it so we
feel we're safe. We're
ready to get it over with."

BOBBY WOLFF

-There are two insults no
human being will endure
that he has no sense 01
humor, and that he has never known trouble" - Snc
O'Connell said most of lair Lewis.
BRANDENBUFtG, Ky. tions.
(AP) — Officials in
But O'Connell said the cases he has treated
Meade County say a com- because of the limitations have been mild. The only
munity spring may be the of water-sampling techni- treatment for the disease,
source of an outbreak of ques, a connection bet- which causes fatigue,
There was plenty of trouviral hepatitis in the ween the hepatitis and lack of appetite and
ble lurking about when
vomiting,
is
bed
rest
and
county.
the spring can never be
plenty of fluids, he said. South was doubled at his
The spring, called But- proven definitely.
two spade overcall. Played
termilk Falls, is a water
"There is a suggestive Officials have urged at a duplicate
tournament,
source for thousands of relationship and that is people who get their West's
double was aimed at
people and is used by all we can say," he said. water from the spring to
collecting at least a 200
commercial water
O'Connell said viral purify it with a small dose point penalty, more than the
haulers, said County hepatitis is usually caus- of chlorine, usually ob- value of
any part score
Judge-Executive Bert ed by ingestion of fecal tained from bleach. But available to
East-West.
Watts.
material. He said it is those same warnings West's hungry double
have
been
ignored
in
the
"We feel like it is (the easily transmitted to peowould be a highly dubious
source), but we don't ple by an infected person past, O'Connell said.
venture at rubber bridge. A
Cisterns,
wells
and
sprknow until we get the who shares water and
ings like Buttermilk Falls possible 200 point penalty
results back," Watts food.
would not justify risking a
said.
Entire families have are the only water payoff of a vulnerable
sources
in
Meade
County,
Those results on water been affected by the
game.
samples from the spring, hepatitis in Meade Coun- other than city water West led the heart eight to
systems
in
Brandenburg
located just east of ty in the past week, he
East's ace and the heart
and Muldraugh.
Brandenburg, are ex- said.
queen was returned to obliOne
water
hauler,
pected Tuesday.
O'Connell reported the
berate South's king. With
Dr. Richard O'Connell, outbreak to public-health M.W. Berryman, two tricks already lost, how
estimated
that
5,000
to
a Brandenburg physi- officials last Wednesday,
was South to avoid losing at
cian, said of the 23 people after he diagnosed three 6,000 of the county's least two more spades, his
who have contracted the cases. Since then, reports 23,000 residents are serv- remaining heart and his sindisease in the past 10 of the disease have been ed by Buttermilk Falls. gleton club?
Judge-Executive Watts
"You could break the days, 20 got their water pouring in, he said.
The first step to success is
law in Arkansas and then from Buttermilk Falls.
"This disease would not said the outbreak has not to despair; so South
step across the line and
"There is a pattern to assume epidemic propor- renewed calls for a rural devised a plan to make West
spit on the police," said it," O'Connell said. He tions if simple precau- water system.
help.
Smith.
added that public-health tions of hand washing and "Maybe it takes After ruffing the heart
The free flight of officials have determined keeping fingers out of something bad to make king, West played two high
criminals ended with the the spring was con- mouths would be observ- something good happen," clubs and South ruffed.
Watts said. He estimated Next, a low
passage of "hot pursuit" taminated in past inspec- ed," O'Connell said.
spade was led
designing and construc- towards
dummy and West
ting a rural water system was forced to
win. A black
could take years.
suit exit was impossible
Meantime, he said, the withotu
• VV,,. Mart Sells for Less•Wal Mart Sells for Less•Wal Mart Sells for Less•Wal Mart Sells for Less•
sacrificing a trick,
problem could recur.
so West shifted to the diamond four. Dummy's nine
forced East's 10 to South's
queen and South could see a
plus score. A diamond was
Mon.-Fri. 9-9 Sun.-Noon-6 p.m.
Expires 1-2-83
BOWLING GREEN, led to dummy's ace and a
Ky. (AP) — Volunteers third diamond from dummy
are working Saturdays to allowed a successful finesse
restore a bridge tollhouse against East's jack West
built in 1838, says Kevin could ruff or not, it made no
NORTH
12-28-A
Hunter of the Bowling
4J 106
Green Landmark
111 10 74
Association.
•A 9 7
Tolls were once col4J 10 7 3
lected at the brick WEST
EAST
building to cross the •K Q 5 2
•9
•keiV5 2"
.
bridge out • of town at IP 8
First and College streets, •4 3
+98
and it has since been the •AKQ652
SOUTH
site of a blacksmith shop
4A 874 3
and J.R. Bryant and Son
K 62
Grocery.
•K 8 2
The city bought it durdr 4
ing right-of-way acquisition for a North-South
Vulnerable: North-South
Corridor and planned to Dealer East. The bidding
demolish it, but agreed to East South West North
save it at the request of
2+
Dbl
as
the association and the
p
Bowling Green Board of
Realtors.
The renovation, to in- Opening lead Heart eight
clude stabilizing the
building, removing a difference. Dummy's losing
brick addition, and heart would go on South's
replacing the roof, is ex- diamond queen and the
pected to take several defense was held to only
five tricks.
months,Hunter said.
Two spades doubled
totaled 670 points for South,
a top score earned, via alt
excellent plan.
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Maxwell Place,
Bid with The Aces
hoirie of University of
Kentucky presidents for South holds 12-28-B
65 years, has been placed
•KQ52
on the National Register
•8
of Historic Places.
•4 3
Mary Cronan Oppel,
•AKQ652
director of the Kentucky
Heritage Council, which
administers the national South North
111
register for Kentucky, 1+
told university President
Otis Singletary in a recent letter that the house ANSWER:On spade. Temptwas placed on the list Oct. ing to rebid the excellent six
card suit, but it's not wise to
29.
The Italianate struc- bypass the four card spade
ture was built in 1870-72 suit.
•
_
by the late Judge James
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
H. Mulligan and has been P0.Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225,
the home of the universi- with self-addressed, stamped envelope
ty's presidents since 1917. for reply

Spring believed to cause outbreak

641 N. Central Center

Restoration
work continues

Home honored

Atari Cartridges
*Choice of 5 different cartridges
'Street Racer CX2612. Space War CX2604,
Basketball CX2624, Sky Diver CX2629, Football CX2625

4
4
0
4
4

because bad feeling ran
so high in 1933 that the
Arkansas Bar Association passed a resolution
that no Arkansas lawyer
would practice in a
building on land that had
ever belonged to the state
of Texas, said lifelong
resident 80-year-old
Wilbur Smith.
He said that when he
was a boy, he stood with
other Texas residents —
and the Texas fire department — and watched a
house in Arkansas burn to
the ground.
This old rivalry, which
once produced annual
riots when the two high
schools played their
Thanksgiving Day football games, isn't the only
problem with the new
cooperative effort.
There is also a legal
question. Where are the
prisoners when they are
in the new ,jail?
It's not a new problem
here. At one time Texarkana was best known
as a "place to get away
from," Mahaffey said.
The federal building had
a wall in the courtroom to
keep prisoners awaiting
trial from taking a onestep flight to another
Jurisdiction.

THE
ACES®

GAME
ACCESSORIES
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Alkly
!magic Video
Storage Center

tri

*Holds Atari or
Intellivision console
•15 Atari or 18 Mattel
cartridges 'Tinted dust
cover •No. IC5000

Tbshiba's new BD-451I
desktop plain paper copier.
Exclusive VIP and ACE mean better
performance and better copy quality Add
super reductions,edge-to-edge copying and
dual paper cassettes

What A Buy!
Cassette & Game File

•Holds Atari. Activision or
intellivision game cartridges
plus various computer tapes
plus cassette tapes
•No 007-200

•

;*.

Super Buy On Video
Game Accessories!

CHECK OUT THE FEATURE&
CHECK OUT THE PRICE

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY — is our intention to have
every 'tern in stock However, if due to any unforeseen reason an advertised Itern is
not available for purchase. Wal-Mart will issue a Rain Check on request, la the met
chandose to be purchased at the sale price whenever available a will sell you a
similar item at a comparable reduction in price We reserve the right to land Quantities

ess •Wal Mart Sells for I f!...••Wal Mart Sells for Less•Wit Mart Sells for les •%Val

Call for a free demonstration
in your office today.
•
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Taking the 'blue' out of Monday

week The fact the( the •he arm works will is• ties al • kmmitry nes
hem. Locate the 'ree Wag•vest bee or am
tasks are often carried
en ens wall which hes hoe may
party
out in an
Wise deers 1160INS or tares. mimes
Mai
and
ventilated, damp and
unattractive basement as the area cm be clewed the aftkisercy of the dryer
contributes to the pre rif when not is me, ad- aid prolongs dryhe time
vises the booirart.
As a morn ruin MAIN
DM.
A preferred lacings is distance should int eaIf you have delsressilla
In one room, the kali is new bums Is • utility rned NI test Sense dryers
another, the appliances is FOom loaded Just oft the con be vented through the
the basement. and no kitchen Slick a mon pro- side, back or struteld
Nenvealed dryers
apace to sort, hid ar bssg vides a spot for other acop newly dried garments, tivities mach as Dower ar- see not recommend
ad poetise
became they permit
yes are not atypical.
good laundry Nene of mil midis
Pinning • new deal in
the hisiky room could center location is a fami- of Ilist and dent into the
be a mans to the end of ly room lust off the kit- liense's atmosphere and
chin Attractive decor the high moisture cadent
collar beams or Joists be Bine 1111111111a.
By ANDY LANG
and cheerful lighting can of the exhaust air creates
the
relocating
By
on which the ceiling will
AP Newiestures
problems in humidity
lighten the task.
you
upstairs,
machines
Q. — We are having a be attached? Is the height may expect to save up to
control and may remit in
If
the
is
basement
the
house built next year. Our of the ceiling the usual I half your steps, ac- only feasible spet, mike blistering of paint or
biggest problem now is feet that we have in our cording to a recently the area as pleasant and wallpaper or • tinkles.
deciding whether or not house?
issued consenter booklet efficient as menhis with condition
A. — You can make the on the subject of laundry
to make it a solar energy
A dryer vent should not
adoesple lighthig.dam
house and, if so, what height of the ceiling planning.
terminate outdoors matter
and
sariaces
eahrhd
wan
kind of choices we have. almost anything you want
The two most efficient and counter and storage the house or porch or In•
Are all solar energy It to be, but the usual locations for a laundry space so that everything cNrriary since the achouses the same; that is, height is II feet, with the center are the bedroom- needed can be gathered emendation of lint could
do they all work the same height of the knee walls 4 bathroom area where the In one place
create a fire hazard.
way? Can you tell us the feet. Nail 2-by-4s to the bulk of the family launPractical considersare
Here
some
laundry
advantages of certain rafters at the height you dry collects and is stored,
bons in the laundry dicplanning
basics:
kinds and the disad- choose, using 34-inch and the kitchen area
An automatic washer tate easy to clean
nails. Should you want an where so many other
vantages of others?
a drain and moisture resistant surrequires
A. — The answers to extra-high ceiling and homemaking activities
lines for both faces for counter tops,
plumbing
those questions could fill there is an unusually long are concentrated.
hot
cold
and
water as well walls and floor coverings.
a book and actually fill span, reinforce the joists
When planning storage
large
of
a
A portion
as a 115 volt 80 HZ elecmany hundreds of them. by nailing 1-by-4 supports bathroom provides easy
for soiled laundry, proown
its
and
outlet
trical
Solar collectors are the from the collar beams to access to plumbing lines
circuit. The dryer, unless vide for several smaller
heart of an active solar the rafters above the new as well as already installIt
is a portable model, containers rather than
energy system. They col- ceiling framework.
resistant
moisture
ed
needs a 230 volt 10 HZ one large hamper
• • •
lect the heat. The two
floors, walls and three-wire circuit. A gas Presorting clothes by colother basic components
Q. — I soon will have counters. A hallway locadryer needs ready access or and fabric type
of the system are a way in our bathroom remodeled. tion sharing a wall with
SECOND FLOOR PLAN
gas connection plus a eliminates the sorting
which to store the heat Is it all right to make our the bathroom also offers to a
volt GO HZ electrical oleo when the laundry is
1 ••..':
and a way in which to choices of equipment good plumbing access 115
Outlets for an done
connection.
distribute it. The best from a catalog and then and may make possible
MASTER
Iron and sewing machine
way to get your replies hire a plumber?
A Home
"P
pass-through access If available, plus direct
BED RM
answered in some detail
is
A. — Bathroom directly to some lighting, are also re- Laundry
is to ask for a list of remodeling usually is bedrooms.
the
from
I14.134
tree
minable
quirements.
booklets and books on the fairly expensive. Your
Converting an extra
Venting of the dryer is Consumer Information
subject and then select or best bet would be to hire a bedroom to a combined an important considera- Center of Maytag Co.
buy those that appear to bathroom contractor first laundry room, and sew- tion in planning the loco- Newton,IA Kat
interest you. A visit to after checking his
KIT H
your library and local reliability and the quality
Vire
bookstore will enable you of his work.
to see some of them. If
You and he then should
ase
scum
you wish more data, decide what the
Let's endeavor to make 1M
write to the Solar Heating possibilities are. The conthe best year It can be...one
and Cooling Information tractor should know
PORCH
LIVING DINING AM 0
Center, P.O. Box 1607, where the products are on
of dreams fulfilled, challenges
12°.14°
254.15°
Rockville, MD 20850; the display. It is much better
met, and new and higher goals
Solar Energy Industries to make a choice from
Association, 10001 Con- something you can see
set for our future generations.
necticut Ave., N. W., and feel rather than from
A very Happy New Year to sill
Washington, DC.; and the photos. If you see
American Solar Energy something in somebody
DECK
Society, 1230 Grandview else's bathroom you like
Ave., Boulder, CO 90802.
and might like to have,
• • •
use that as a guide.
Frosty Acres Macke*
."-1 1
Q. I hope yoy,can set• I-- • .
/f! Cr"- 641r
tle some differences of
(The techniques of usif e lb.$IS99
opinion about incandes- ing varnish, shellac, laccent bulbs and fluores- quer, stain, bleach,
FIRST FLOOR PLAN
cent tubes. Does an in- remover, etc., are detailbulb last ed in Andy Lang's
candescent
lb.
A TWO-STORY LIVING-DINING ROOM with a large winlonger or shorter than a booklet, "Wood Finishing
dow wall highlights this contemporary vacation home. There
can
fluorescent tube? Which in the Home," which
Cosatry Ks.
are two bedrooms on the first floor and another two on the
gives off the most light, be obtained by sending 50
long,
assuming they are of cents and a
second level. Plan HA1187A has 988 square feet on the first
h
&
equal wattage? Which stamped, self-addressed
floor and 400 on the second. For more information write —
-How,
Know
envelope to
gives off the most heat?
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect
A. — A fluorescent tube P. 0. Box 477, HunJerold L. Axelrod, 275 Broadhollow Rd., Melville, N.Y.
gives off more light and tington, NY 11743. Quesmore heat and lasts tions of general interest
11746.
longer.
will be answered in the
• • •
column, but individual
Georunteed harlot
Ab
Q — In finishing an at- correspondence cannot
Ns
Charge
he
Caning, WIPP*
ideal
design roller to make a engine ... that it isfrom
By ANDY LANG
tic how high should the be undertaken.)
pumping water
Li.
a '
AP Newsleatures
6 ire•sig
continuous imprint on the for
What's new on the wall ... that an 18-foot swimming pool or flooded
market?
wall, 8 feet in height, can basement or house, for
be done in less than 30 transferring water from
For all your Travel Reservations Coll
... that about 80 a stream or lake to irminutes
THE PRODUCT — A
are rigate a lawn or spray
designs
different
method called wallprinting as an alternative to available ... and that the wash a boat or as a procost of wallprinting is am tection against fire,
75 -1 1
wallpapering.
We Accept Feed
proximately one-half, if floods or other storm
em.•5
7
p.a.
Manufacturer's claim done by a trained damage ... that is
humps
107 N. 3rd St.
cm.- 12 p.m. Set.
— That wallprinting is wotkman, of the cost of powered by a 1.6 cubicOnly f edvol Inspected Meat Marilee In Murray
done with a hand-held wallpapering.
inch engine ... and that it
represommg
device that resembles a
has an automatic rewind
small printing press ...
American and International Travettime
THE PRODUCT — A starter and a single
that the trays are filled microchip that can con- chamber muffler for
with one,two or three col- vert alternating current quiet operating.
ors of paint, depending on to direct current.
the design chosen ... that
Manufacturer's claim
the roller is pressed — That this solid state
against the wall and roll- micro-chip reduces eleced downward ... that each tricity consumption by 8
roll down the wall im- percent or more ... that
prints a 6-inch-wide strip the chip is installed with
of design ... that three its self-adhesive side on
rubber rollers in the the end of a one-way light
machine feed paint from bulb... that the life of the
the trays to an indented light bulb will be extended up to 100 times its normal life expectancy ...
and that it also will
(The wallprinting reduce the amount of
method is manufactured glare from a harsh bright
by Dynamic Interiors, 536 spot to a uniform golden
South Second Ave., glow.
Covina, CA 91723; the
microchip by LW Enter- THE PRODUCT — A
prises, 361 PoWon Ave., portable gas-powered
Staten Island, NY 10312; water pump.
the water pump by
Manufacturer's claim
Homelite, Box 7047, — That this pump can be
Charlotte, NC 28117; and used anywhere for an
the window insulating unlimited number of apfilm by VanLeer Plastics, plications because of its
64 Industrial Parkway, light weight of 10 pounds
Woburn, MA 01888.)
and its rugged two-cycle
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Nowshatures
While automatic
washing machines and
dryers have taken the
"blue" out of Monday for
may hansenakern wash
day manual to get some
people down, despite

ownership of these laboraeons devices.
Thenem is that while
the machines are eftident there is something
depressing about the
repetitive Mare of so_
ties. preceseing. folding
and pithy away the
same Landry week after
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St. John's, Syracuse undefeated

Big East Conference race characterized by early upsets
By KEN FtAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
There's just no figuring
the Big East Conference
this year.
Georgetown and
Villanova are supposed to
be the big shots there, but
St. John's and Syracuse
are making all the noise
so far.
Two of the Big East's
darkhorse teams continued merrily on their
undefeated way Monday
night - seventh-ranked
St. John's with a 75-64
rout of Brigham Young in
the Holiday Festival
basketball tournament at
Madison Square Garden
in New York and No. 14
Syracuse with an 87-66
"laugher" over Pitt.
"We're 10-and-0," said
St. John's Coach Lou
Carnesecca,"and I'm enjoying it."
Chris Mullin scored 22

744
:
row/
,

points to pace the St.
John's offense and Billy
Goodwin paced the
defense with a fine performance against BYU's
Devin Durrant. The
Cougars' high scorer had
19 points, but also had his
pocket picked on several
occasions by the exciting
St. John's forward.
St. John's, the defending champion, will be
gunning for its sixth
Festival title Wednesday
night against Wake
Forest, an 88-65 victor
over St. Joseph's of
Philadelphia in the opening game Monday night
behind Delaney Rudd's 20
points.
"We have yet to play 40
minutes this year," said
BYU Coach Frank Arnold. "Tonight we played
only 35 minutes. You
can't play 35 minutes
against the likes of St.

John's and expect to
win."
Freshman Rafael Addison ignited a sluggish
Syracuse offense in the
first half, triggering the
Orangemen over Pitt for
their ninth victory. It is
the Orangemen's secondbest start in seven years
for Coach Jim Boeheim.
They won 14 in a row to
start the 1979-80 season.
In the only other action
involving Top Twenty
teams Monday night, No.
12 Missouri nipped
Arizona State 48-47 in the
Rainbow Classic in
Honolulu and No. 18
Houston edged Pepperdine 93-92.
Michael Walker hit a
short jump shot with 10
seconds left to boost
Missouri over Arizona
State in the 19th Rainbow
Classic. After Walker hit
the go-ahead basket for

the Tigers, Arizona State
set up a shot from the corner for Byron Scott, but it
hit the front end of the
rim as the buzzer sounded.
Forward Michael
Young scored on a threepoint play with 28 seconds
remaining to snap a 90-90
tie and give Houston a
tight victory over Pepperdine.
Peppercline had tied the
game with 1:08 to go
when freshman guard
Grant Gondrezick hit a
17-footer, and the Waves
regained possession of
the ball when Young
missed a short jumper
with 50 seconds remaining.
Pepperdine went into a
delay offense, but Clyde
Drexler stole a pass and
dribbled downcourt, setting up Young for a layup.
Pepperdine's Mark

Wilson fouled Young on
the play and he made the
free throw to give the
Cougars just enough of a
cushion.
In other tournament action, center Jeff Turner
and forward James
Williams tossed in 14
points apiece as Vanderbilt defeated Eastern
Kentucky 82-71 in the first
round of the Music City
Invitational in Nashville.
In the night's opening
game, Tim Cain scored
six points in the final
three minutes, including
a go-ahead basket with 22
seconds remaining, to
give surprising Manhattan, 8-0, a 74-73 victory
over Pennsylvania.
Glenn Rivers and Mandy Johnson sparked a
second -half surge,
leading host Marquette to
a 57-47 first-round victory
over Wisconsin-Green

SAVE 150 ON THIS
COLOR COMPUTER
DISK SYSTEM
Complete System
•

84895
Reg. 998.95

AM ,

•Includes 16K Extended BASIC
Color Computer (Cat. No. 26-3002)
And 156,000-Character Storage
Disk Drive (26-3022)
• Add Our Disk Software for Word
Processing, Financial Planning
Electronic Filing and More
• Attaches to Any TV (not included)

Already Own a TRS-80 Color Computer
With Extended BASIC? Add a
Disk Drive-Enjoy 156K Storage

Radle Ihaek

For
Only
0...y

Reg 599 00
Reg

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE.
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

PANAMA CITY,
Panama (AP) - Mike
Weaver will get a chance
to regain his heavyweight
title from Michael Dokes,
thanks to a ruling by the
World Boxing Association.

The WBA Monday
ordered a rematch of the
controversial Dec. 10
fight in Las Vegas, Nev.,
that was stopped early in
the first round by referee
Joey Curtis, who awarded the fight to Dokes.

Girls Prey Poll Table
1.Warren Central 41
itie l Belfry 41
3.Laurel Co.(2)
4.Lou.Southern
5.Boone Co.
6.Allen C.o. 121
7.Whitesburg
&Wayne Co.
9 Marshall Co.
10 Shelby Co.
11 Lex Henry Clay
12 Sheldon Clark
13 Ashland
14.Warren East
15 Allen Central

Closed
Sunday

AP Top 20

Ky. High School Polls
Boys Prep Poll Table
The Top Fifteen teams in the Kentucky Associated Press boys high
school basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, records and total
points.
1.Lou. Male( 101
6-0 205
2.Lex. Henry Clay 31
5-0 197
&Carlisle Co. 11
12-1 160
4.Shelby Co.
4-0 151
5.1aurel Co
6-1 135
6.Lex. Bryan Station
8-2 110
7.Lou. Ballard
6-1 106
8.Ler Tates Creek
6-2 89
9.Clark Co.
7-0 88
10.Warren Central
9-3 78
ILLex. Lafayette
6-1 66
12.0wensboro
5-2 59
13.Lou. Valley
4-1 41
14.Ft. Thomas Highlands
3-3 36
15.Sheldon Clark
10-1 33

7-1
12-0
9-1
8-1
9-2
11-0
15-0
9-2
7-2
9-1
5-2
9-3
5-0
9-2
8-3

174
174
149
145
128
117
109
96
90
61
59
58
52
46
25

The Top Twenty teams in the
Associated Press college basketball
poll, with first-place votes in parentheses, records and total points. Points
based on 20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13-12-11-109-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1.
1 Indiana i 401
1,196
8-0
2.Memphis St. i 14i 8-0
1,118
3.Kentucky i 21
1,037
7-1
4.Virgthia(3)
8-1
992
5.UCLA 1 1 I
879
6-1
6.Alabama
6-0
840
7.St.John's, N 5
822
10-0
7-0
It Tennessee
795
9.lowa
672
6-1
10.Georgetovrn
517
7-2
7-0
11. Arkansas
586
12.Missouri
8-1
574
13.L,ouisville i 11
8-1
572
14.Syracuse
9-0
566
15.Nev-Las Vegas 7-0 363
16.Villanova
4-2
184
17. N.C. State
180
471
I8.14oallaii- - - - - 74• •••.468
19.Tulsa
5-1
121
20. West Virginia
95
8-1

NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Diviakrt
W L Pct.
Philadelphia
22 5 .815
Boston
21 7 .750
16 13 ,332
New Jersey
Washington
15 13 .536
New York
9 19 .321
Central Diviakm
Milwaukee
19 10 .655
Detroit
16 14
533
Atlanta
481
13 14
Indiana
10 17
370
Chicago
357
10 18
Cleveland
4 72 .148

112
1111b,

NIVIDE 11111

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
16 9 .640 18 12 .600
/
1
2
12 14
462 4,
,
12 16
429 51
/
2
11 18
379 7
4 23
148 13
Pacific Dtvision
22 6
736 Los Angeles
22 7
759
Ix
3% Seattle
Phoenix
17 12 .586 51
5
/
2
17 13 .567 6
8
Portland
12 17 .414 101
/
2
81
/
2 Golden State
5 23 .179 17
Sao Diego
14
GB
11
/
2
7
7%
13%

Kansas City
San Antonio
Dallas
Denver
Utah
Houston

Monday's Games
New Jersey 94, Cleveland 82
Washington 89, Chicago 87
Denver 130, Golden State 128
Toraclay'a Games
San Diego at Atlanta
Milwaukee at Chicago
Boston at Kansas City
Philadelphia at Houston
Indiana at Denver
Detroit at Utah
Portland at Phoenix

Formerly Amoco Car Wash

We Also Rent Ryder Trucks

753-7362[Mt",
WHO
BENEFITS
FROM THOSE
PUBUC
NOTICES?

MONEY
MARKET
CHECKING ACCOUNT

8.653% Thru Jan. 3rd, 1983
1. Earn High Money Market Rates.
2. Low $2,500 Minimum Balance.
3. Federally Insured Deposit Up To $100,000.
4. Convenient Check Writing Feature.

Hardly a week
passes without
some small notice
being printed in this
newspaper. These
legal advertisements
affect you and your
family and friends.
They show how
your government is
being run, how
much money is
being spent and
where. They keep
you in touch with
your government
through this
newspaper.
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EdEaL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
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LENDER

Murray Branch
1201 Main St.
759-16.30
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"Large enough to be strong, yet small enough to be friendly."

••••••••• Cm.

.• *MOM

That's the whole
idea

WBA President Gilberto Mendoza said the decision to order Dokes to
fight Weaver again was
made at a special
meeting of the association's executive committee during which
videotapes of fight were
shown three times. He
said boxing experts and
doctors offered their
assessments of what had
happened.
Don Manuel, Weaver's
representative,
presented the petition for
review to the executive
committee.
"We asked for the
review because we were
not in agreement and we
thought that the decision
(to stop the fight) was not
fair," Manuel said.
"Weaver and I are
grateful to the association for the decision to
repeat the fight."
Weaver was knocked
down in the opening
seconds but appeared in
have recovered when
Curtis suddenly stopped
the fight. The sudden ending prompted a chorus
of boos and catcalls from
spectators, and a charge
by Weaver tha,a fix had
been arranged by promoter Don' -KIng,
remark for which he later
apologized.
King's son, Carl,
manages Dokes, and
King promotes the fights
of World Boxing Council
champion Larry Holmes.
Reached at his farm in
Windsor, Ohio, Don King
said he would have no
comment until he was officially notified about the
rematch from the WBA.
Carl King called the
WBA ruling unfair, adding, "I have to :;- tand
with Joey Curtis' decision
to stop the fight."
He felt the effect of the
ruling will be to make
referees more hesitant
about stopping fighta.
Curtis got a lot of heat
from the Weaver camp
for stopping the fight as
early as he did, but he
later said he had acted
that quickly because of
the death of Korean boxer
Duk Koo Kim. Kim died
as the result of a brain injury suffered in a WBA
lightweight title fight
with Ftay"Boom Boom"
Mancini in the same ring
about a month earlier.
"It is a situation that is
presented when there are
fights with a controver•
sial result, and this is one
of them," Elias Cordoba,
president of the WBA's
world championships
committee, said of the
order for the rematch.
Mendoza said the fight
must take place within 90
days, by March 27.

District 1 teams
lead C-J ratings

You do

If the balance falls below minimum,the rate decreases
to the regular NOW Account rate of 5.25%.

Rockymore and Richard
Ftellford combined for 23
first-half points to trigger
Michigan to an 83-49 rout
of Florida ASLM and Ken
Epperson led a balanced
Toledo attack with 18
points as the Rockets shot
65 per cent from the field
and fought off several
Detroit rallies to claim a
77-69 victory.

WBA negates controversial TKO;
Weaver gets another title shot

Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday & Sat.
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Sale Ends 2/28/83
982 Tandy Coro

first-round game of the
annual Far West Classic.
Tom Sewell scored 28
points to lead Lamar to a
6644 triumph over Drake
in another first-round
game.
In other action, Jerry
McMillan hit a clutch 20foot jumper with 2:05 remaining to lead DePaul
to a 68-66 win over
Creighton; Leslie

753-1331

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

Bay in the annual
Milwaukee Classic tournament.Cincinnati
defeated La Salle 76-73 in
the other semifinal game
behind 23 points by Mike
Williams.
A.C. Green had 22
points and Charlie Sitton
added 20 as Oregon State
pulled away in the final
minutes to a 59-47 victory
over Tennessee State in a

THIS
NEWSPAPER
SUPPORTS
YOUR
RIGHT
TO KNOW

The four high school
basketball teams which
make up District 1 appeared today among the
top six Region 1 teams
listed in today's
Louisville CourierJournal's Litkenhous
Ratings.
Paducah Tilghman,
81.3, and Carlisle County,
79.3, are first and second
in the ratings, but that is
likely to change as Carlisle spoiled Tilghman's
Holiday Classic with a
narrow 53-51 win. Carlisle, ranked fourth in the
state by the LitRatings,
will take on Marshall
County, a 54-44 winner
over Hickman County in
(Continued on page 11)
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Bills find everything but
sunshine on Florida trip

Male dominates AP high school poll
for 3rd week; Carlisle Co.rated third
By JANE GIBSON
Associated Press Wilier
Boys high school
basketball in the state is
becoming a "Maledominated" society.
Louisville's Male High
School topped the Kentucky Associated Preps
boys high school basketball poll for the third
week in a row, racking up
205 points and collecting
10 first place votes.
In girls basketball,
Belfry climbed two spots
as the eastern Kentucky
school tied Warren Central for first place this
week. Each team collected 174 points and four
first place votes from
broadcasters and sportswriters around the state.
Lexington Henry Clay
ran behind Male for the
third week, compiling 197
points and three first
place votes. Male, 6-0,
and Henry Clay, 5-0, have
been idle since their victories in the Hillbrook
Classic in Lexington Dec.
18.
Carlisle County, 12-1,
moved into the No. 3 spot,
collecting 160 points and
the other first place vote.

Shelby cooly, 44, was
fourth with 151 points and
Laurel County, 6-1, dropped two places to fifth
with 135 points.
Rounding out the top
ten are No. I Lexington
Bryan Station, 11-2, with
110 points; No. 7
Louisville Ballard, 6-1,
106 points; No.
Lexington Tates Creek, 6-2,
89 points; No. 9 Clark
County, 7-0, M points;
and No. 10 Warren Central,9-3,78 points.
The third five is beaded
by No. 11 Lexington
Lafayette, 8-1, with 68
points; No. 12
Owensboro,5-2,59 points;
No. 13 Louisville Valley,
4-1, 41 points; No. 14 Ft.
Thomas Highlands, 3-3,
38 points; and No. 15
Sheldon Clark, 10-1, making its first appearance in
the top 15 with 33 points.
In girls action, Belfry,
12-0, moved into the top
spot for the first time in
its tie with Warren Central, 7-1, the No. 1 team in
last week's poll.
Belfry has been idle
since its Dec. 20 victory
over Phelps, while Warren Central suffered its

rftEDOOODALL

By
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI I AP - The
Ilianale Bills didn't and
Florida
Toro lomo
irerro eigk111t1t1;1
have dampened their
hopes for a National
League playoff
berth.
"It's trustratieg. We've
Iost two tough pines and
while you leek back. Ygla
realise we should be
eadeteeled. We've got a
Mach hotter team than
we've shwa." quarter.
beck Joe Ferguson said
Monday night attar the
Miami Dolphins crushed
the Bills 27-111 in s nationally televised game

Brat toes of the year Dec.
11 to Allen County In the
Owensboro Lady Claw,
42-49.
Laurel County, 11-1, was
third this week,collecting
149 points and two first
place votes. Louisville
Southern, 6-1, was No. 4,
wtth 145 points and Boone
County, 9-2, retained the
number five spot with 111
points.
Rounding out the top
ten are No. 6 Allen County, 114, who moved up
from No. 12 last week
after defeating Warren
Central, with 117 points
and two first place votes;
No. 7 Whitesburg, 15-0,
with 109 points; No. 8
Wayne County, 9-2, with
98 points; No. 9 Marshall
County, 7-2, with 90
points; and No. 10 Shelby
County, 9-1, with 61
points.
Lexington Henry Clay,
5-2, heads the last five
with 59 points; No. 12
Sheldon Clark, 9-3, with
58 points; No. 13 Ashland,
5-0, with 52 points; No. 14
Warren East, 9-2, moving
into the top 15 for the first
time with 46 points; and
No. 15 Allen Central, 8-3.

Isselshot beats Warriors
By WILLIAM R.
BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
The Denver Nuggets,
despite being the highestscoring team in the National Basketball
Association, have been
iomewhat of a bust in the
fourth quarter this
season.
On Monday night,
however, Denver won for
the first time after trailing in the final period
when center Dan Issel hit
a 20-foot jump shot at the
buzzer to give the Nuggets a 130-128 victory over
the Golden State Warriors.
"We finally made a
last-second shot," said
Coach Doug Moe. "We
reallyMOO to Win One
like, that4 It does great
things for your confidence."
The Nuggets, normally
a tough team to beat at
Denver, also have been
struggling at home. The
victory over the Warriors
was only their sixth in 13
home outings this season.
In other NBA games,
New Jersey outlasted
Cleveland 94-82 and

Washington edged
Chicago 89-87. Nets 94,
Cavaliers 82
Albert King scored 24
points and Buck Williams
had 13 points and 19 rebounds to lead New
Jersey over Cleveland,
which had only nine
players because of injuries.
The Cavaliers led most
of the game, but were
outscored 30-19 in the
fourth quarter as Geoff
Huston played the entire
game, and World Free
and Cliff Robinson played
40 minutes.
"We played good
basketball, but we just
ran out of gas in the
fourth quarter," said
Cavaliers Coach Tom
Ni.ssalke, whose team is
now 4-23.
An 11-2 spirt in the
final minutes of the third
quarter rallied the Nets
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HIGH HOPES- Murray High center Jim West leads the Tigers tonight in their
first round game against Grant County at 7 p.m. Coach Cary Miller said his team
is going to the Campbellsville Holiday Classic "with every intention of winning it
all."

Free and Robinson led
Cleveland with 20 points
apiece. Bullets 89, Bulls
87

District 1...

Greg BaLlard's jumper
as time expired gave
Washington its victory
over Chicago.
Ballard scored 10 of his
14 points in the final
period, when the Bullets
overcame an eight-point
deficit to hand the Bulls
their 14th defeat in 15
road games.
Kevin Grevey, 1-for-17
in his previous two
games, led Washington
with 22 points, while Dave
Corzine and Reggie
Theus both had 18 for
Chicago. Corzine added
22 rebounds for the Bulls.

(Continued from pege
10)
other Monday night action.
In Region 1 among
district foes, the Marshals trail only Mayfield,
which has a 67.6 rating.
Marshall County is 64.9,
while Murray holds an
edge over Calloway County,60.5 to 54.3.
Mayfield's standing
could be jeopardized by
its 72-63 loss to Livingston
Central in Monday
night's Paducah Invitational Tournament. Central will meet Lone Oak in
the tourney final

The loss dropped Buffalo's record to 4-4 and
completed an unsuccessful two-game road
trip to the Sunshine State
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers nipped the Bills
24-23 on Dec. It.
"AU we can do is try to
put these two weeks
behind us, go beck home
and regroup," said
Ferguson. "It'll be a real
test for us to come back.
Buffalo closes the
'lesion next Sunday at
New England. A victory
over the Patriots would
put the Bills in the
playoffs.
"We lust have to pull it
together and get ready
for New England." said
Bills Coach Chuck Knox.
"We tried hard in this
game, but made too

=ra

ratle

playoff
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MURRAY SUPPLY'S
AFTER CHRISTMAS SALE

Red Tag

Monday
Night
Scores
High School
HOP
Disk Heights 4$, Walton-Verona 43
Erlanger Lloyd 67, Fort Thomas
Highbuidi 53
Newport Catholic 76, Covington
Cathobc 62
TOURNAMENTS
Aahland Invitational Tourney
Ashland 70, Hopkinrrille 66
Sheldon Clark 56, Lou. Pleasure
Ridge 53
Campbellsville Clank
CampbelloiRe 61,Spencer Co.61
Washington Co. 74,Boone Co. 73
Centralia (IR.) Holiday Tserne1
hladia2n (111.I IN, Lou. Southern 51
Fayette Co Invitational Toomey
Lez. Bryan Station 59, L.Catholic
57
Loft Jack invaatioaal
Lone Jack $4, Red Bird 29
Coy thvttatAonal
Bourbon Co. ,Powell Co. 56
Clark Co. 73,Lee Co.64
Owensboro Invitational
Owensboro 72, Central City 45
Logan Co. 43, Davies'Co. 34
Paducah Invitational
Livingston Centre/ 72, Mayfield 63
Lone Oak a,Pad. St. Mary II
Paducah Tilghman Holiday abide
Marshall Co. 54, Hickman Co. 44
Carlisle Co. 53, Paducah Tilghman 51
Todd Central Holiday Chasmic
Bowling Groan IL Louisville Fern
Creek 7920?
Todd Central St, Trigg Co 42
Girls
Campbellsville Heikki,' Cies*
Washington Co. M,Taylor Co

from a 61-53 deficit into a
64-63 lead entering the
fourth quarter.

now-

t:Hill

many mistakes"
Turnovers set up
second-balf toischdowie
d 2 and 4 yards by
Franklin lied Uwe
yen Schemes addsd •
asail pals as the
cease back hum
•*7 halftime deficiL
Miami, already
assured of a playoff
berth, Improved its
record to 114 with Conch
Don Shola's 21111th
rigula Notes*. career
victery. A triumph nest
week at Baltimore would
assure the team the home
field in the ant rimed of
the playoffs
The Dolphine victory
also guaranteed the idle
Pittsburgh Stealers a
spot and virtually
one up for the
Cleveland Browns as
well
-For two weeks in •
row, the manner of Winning has meant an awful
Lot to us," said Shula. also
reflecting on a 20-19
triumph over the New
York Jets "The way we
got the job done against
the Jets and then tonight,
after falling behind like
we did "
Cleveland, like Buffalo
and New England, will
take a 4-4 record into its
final game Sunday
against Pittsburgh The
only way the Browns can
be kept out of the playoffs
is if they lose- to Mush
at 4-6 - and the Bills and
Patriots tie to complete 44-1 campaigns.

.1'30)40
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Sale Price
$159.95
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Bel Air Center
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Sale Price
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Sale Price
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State budgets $22 million
t- o help with heating bills
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
b (AP) — Kentucky will
•
• have $22 million available
* this winter to help low.
• income, disabled and
0; elderly people meet their
• heating bills.
John Cubine, commis•
: sioner of the state Bureau
• of Social Services, said
•
• that the money is enough
• to help about 110,000
•
• households, each of which
• will be eligible to receive
between $150 and $300,
depending on family size,
income and the type of
fuel used.
The money will be
divided equally between
two programs —
6*0

"regular" for the elderly
and disabled and "crisis"
for anyone else meeting
eligibility standards. It
will be distributed on a
first-come, first-serve
basis throughout the state
and there will be no
allocations on a countyby-county basis.
The Bureau of Social
Services will begin taking
applications Jan. 3 for the
regular program, which
will continue through
Jan. 14, unless the $11
million runs out sooner.
To qualify, a household
must meet income
guidelines and include

ACROSS
1 Brazilian
estuary
5 Malay canoe
9 Cry
12 Eden name
13 Wander
14 In favor of
15 TV studio
need
17 Sun god
18 Ordinance
19 Ceremony
21 Cures
23 Harshsounding
27 — a rule
28 Delineate
29 Little one
31 Dress border
34 Diphthong
35"— and Old
Lace"
38 Note of scale
39 Tiny
41 Title of
respect
42 Taut
44 Xenon
symbol
46 Left
48 Malice
51 Force
52 Dance step
53 Chinese mile
55 Stage
whispers
59 Skill
60 Groan
62 Conflagration
63 Legal
matters
64 Above and
touching
65 Ranostot
tine
DOWN
1 Moccasin
2 Oklahoma

city
3 Hit hard
4 Land of the
free
5 Talk idly
6 Length meas
7 Paddle
8 Oriental
nurse
9 Splatter
10 Spoken
11 Nods
16 Horsemen
20 Went in
22 Digraph
23 Pack away
24 Forest
feature
25 Sun god
26 Measure of
weight
30 Powerful
persons
32 Gaelic
33 Reward
36 Man's nickname

Applications for the
crisis program will be
taken beginning Jan. 17
and will continue until the
money runs out. Any
household that cannot afford to pay heating bills
and meets eligibility
standards can apply for
assistance under the
crisis program.
Individual households
that qualify for
assistance can receive
money from just one of
the programs.
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Answer to Monday's Puzzle
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WHEN ABRAHAM LINCOLN
WAS AN ATTORNEY, HE
WOULD ARRIVE AT H15
OFFICE AT NINE O'CLOCK

HE WOULD IMMEDIATELY
STRETCH OUT ON THE COUCH,
AND MUCH TO H15 PARTNER'S
ANNOYANCE,BE6IN To READ
THE NEWSPAPERS OUT LOuD

NEW YEAR'S
RESOLUTION #2.

I MU_ MAKE
FRiENDSHIPS THAT
LAST FOR
YEARS AND YEARS

4,1

LINA -E
OEt ZS

FoKi

1-28

DAGWOOD, I READ 11: Ti-IE PIR5T 15 THAT'YOU
YOUR REPORT AND
DON'T TAKE ANN,PRIDE
IT'S OBVIOUS THAT
IN •-/Og.R WORK
c(i-N
YOU HAVE TWO
PROBLEMS

01)
I TOLD YOU—KULAKU
(HE'5 50 DUMB) THE

QUEEN PRCWI5E5 TO
MARRY YOU IF YOU
RETURN WITH ME.
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P.
A
A A
A
UA

50 Sailor's
patron saint
54 Electrified
particle
56 Expire
57 Time period
58 Weight of
India
61 Near
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De

one person 60 or older or a
person who receives
benefits based on total
disability.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

listen, insensitive and inconsiderate of my wishes not to
be pawed in public (or in private). After being told "No"
politety and in no uncertain terms several urns*, if they
still persisted, I gave them a phony name or number to
get rid of them. It beat screaming in public.
DISGUSTED WITH EGOMANIACS

14\
By Abigail Van Buren

'Other Woman'Sometimes
Leaves for Another Man
DEAR ABBY: Your column on "MOMMA"(Mistresses
of Married Men Anonymous) prompted me to write to you
for the first time. You've had many letters from rejected
women, but I've never seen anything in your column about
the rejected male. I'd like to ask a few questions from the
point of view of us hurting men.
My mistress and I had the late dates, stolen hours,
tears, broken promises, etc. However, we were in our 60s!
We'd been seeing each other for several years and planned
to marry as soon as I got my freedom. But before that
happened, she ended the affair suddenly, and I mean suddenly. One night she went out with a man who had just
lost his wife, and they were married shortly after.
There were two big differences between him and me. He
was free, and worth several million dollars more than I
was.
I was left cynical and brokenhearted. My question: Do
most women go to the highest bidder?
HURTING
DEAR HURTING: No. But they tend to favor the
men who are free to marry.
DEAR ABBY: In response to "Disgusted with Women,"
who claims he's not a bad-looking guy but doesn't have
any "luck" with women (they keep giving him phony
names and numbers): Maybe he needs to ask himself if
he's trying to wing it on his looks alone.
As a single woman (divorced five years ago), I have
encountered guys to whom I have given phony names and
numbers because they came on too strong and refused to
take "No" for an answer.
I recall the men I lied to as egotistical, unwilling to

DEAR DISGUSTED: What's wrong with looking•
man straight in the eye and saying, "No, you may
not have my name or phone number because I really
don't care to see you again"?
It would save a lot of time.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I were married earlier
this year in a formal ceremony. We considered asking my
husband's 9-year-old niece to be the flower girl, but we
decided against it when we learned that another niece
(age 13) felt left out.
However, we did use my husband's dog, Lady, in the
ceremony as the ring bearer. Lady is 11 years old and my
husband raised her from a pup. Everyone who knows us
knows that my husband rarely goes anywhere without
Lady. Our friends are still talking about how cute Lady
looked trotting down the aisle with the ring box in her
mouth.
Now, nine months later, we receive this very upsetting
letter from my sister-in-law telling us how badly we hurt
them by using a dog in the ceremony instead of their
daughter.
Abby, we never promised that their daughter would be
in the wedding — we only considered it briefly. Don't you
think we had the right to plan the kind of wedding we
wanted?
S. IN NOVATO, CALIF.
DEAR S.: Yes. Your relatives have no bone to
pick with you since Lady did not replace their
daughter in the ceremony.
DEAR ABBY: I'm curious. Have you received any letters
yet from British soldiers who sheepishly have brought
home war brides from the Falkland Islands?
L. MOSS IN DETROIT
DEAR L.: No. Perhaps they've succeeded in pulling the wool over our eyes.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple, "do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
Calif. 90Q_38

Meeting birth parents woman's biggest present Your Individual

Christmas and anniver- happens now."
She said the search was
sary present so far," she She said events have easy after she found the
said.
not changed her relation- social worker who had
Fruces Drake
Mrs. Runkle, who was ship with the Mosleys, handled the adoption.
FOR WEDNESDAY,
born in Henderson, was whom she still regards as
"The next day I got a
DECEMBER 29, 1982
adopted by Robert and her parents.
phone call," she said. What kind of day will
tomorEleanor Mosley of She said her
mother in "Hello? Is this Holly row be? To find out what the
Marion, Ind., in 1956. The Owensboro
understood. Runkle? I don't know how stars say, read the forecast
Mosleys, who now live in "I didn't call
her mom to tell you this, but this is given for your birth sign.
Frankfort, always told once when we
went to your mother."
her she could look for her visit. I called her Mary,"
Mrs. Runkle saw her
biological family.
birth parents and other ARIES
she said.
And her natural
relatives in Owensboro (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
A partner will help you
mother, Mary Pinkston of Mrs. Runkle said she with her husband.
sense out of conflicting
make
started
out
trying
to
find
Owensboro, said she was
"It was kind of
desperate to find out what her sister.
strange," said her hus- information. A sense of
had happened to the "I guess that was the band. "They treated here responsibility enables you to
child, but could do little thing I really wanted to like she had never gone. complete tasks.
because adoption records know,if she was alive and Before we left, Holly and TAURUS
were closed to her.
all right," Mrs. Runkle her half sister were (Apr.20 to May 20) tii4X17
Mrs. Runkle said she said. "I really wanted to clowning around — just You'll bring an assignment
knew "times were tough" find my sister, but finding like they had always to completion, but need care
regarding financial interests.
when she was put up for the rest of them is okay!" known each other."
Listen to a loved one's comadoption and bore no ill
mon sense.
feelings about it.
GEMINI
"I told her (natural
(May 21 to June 20)
mother) what happened
Feelings intensify ir
then happened then,"
romance and conservative inMrs. Runkle said. "We
BOWLING GREEN, ed truancy charges vestment tactics pay off. Partcan be content with what
Ky. (AP) — A suit has against parents at the ners pay attention to your advice.
been filed in federal court state's direction.
challenging state comTHE SECRET TO BEING
"The state board of CANCER
pulsory attendance education has ordered (June 21 to July 22) ISO
A 6002 ATTORNEY IS
policies.
them to do this; they have Ward off escapist tendenTo ANNOY YOUR PARTNER
The suit came about no choice in the matter," cies. You'll snap out of a mental funk before nightfall.
after the state board of he said.
education threatened to
"We're trying to get so- Relatives may require your
file truancy charges meone to wake up and help in some way.
against parents of realize that the children LEO
;
children attending a non- don't belong to the state; (July 23 to Aug. 22) 41244
accredited church school they belong to the Be sure to keep others' confidences. Group activities are
19112 Uneled Feature Syndics's Mc
in Campbellsville, said parent," he said.
one of the plaintiffs.
Claims in a lawsuit give favored, but keep your feet on
the ground regarding
The suit was filed by Bi- only one side of a case.
WHEN eVER
romance.
ble Baptist Church; its
VIRGO
POSSle,LE
minister, the Rev. B.C.
(Aug. 23 to Sept.a)
Gillispie of CampMixing business and
bellsville, and eight
pleasure
is not recommended.
parents of children who
Insist on the proper remuneraattend the church's
tion for services rendered.
school.
Fulfill social obligations.
"We exceed all the requirements for state accreditation, but will not
misinformatio gives
LOUISVILLE, Ky. Some
a good reason ton be
and cannot apply for acinMARK
creditation or licensing," (AP) y—aLonuisewvilllae'ws
982 United Feature Syndicate Inc
LASKYdecisive, but helpful advice is
Gillispie said. "This is a fathers are expected to forthcoming.
Past career
that moves
ministry of this church modify
-' p off.
PORTUt4ATELY
and we will not by would ban the sale of rifle scoRpi - I NAVE MY ONA4
religious conviction apply ammunition.
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
OPENER
Last month, the Board It's
for anything like that."
a poor time to negotiate
The suit was filed last of Alderman passed a financial deals. Do further
week in U.S. District measure intended to research to find the right
Court in Bowling Green. outlaw Teflon-coated answers. You're able to apply
U.S. District Judge bullets and other han- yourself now.
Eugene Siler has set a dgun ammunition SAGITTARIUS
jr440
pretrial hearing for 4 capable of piercing (Nov. 22 to Dec.21) "
bullet-proof
vests
by
used
p.m. Jan. 27.
Some strain could occur
The plaintiffs asked police.
with a close tie over money.
The problem with the You're able to bring out the
that the suit be declared a
class action. Gillispie measure is that some in
best maa friend. Help out those
said the state board has large handguns are need.
suits pending against capable of firing rifle CAPRICORN
YOU DON'T HAVE ANY
parents of children in bullets, and the ordinance (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) W4
REASON TO}
other non-accredited techincally makes rifle It will take you a while to get
ammunition illegal.
church schools.
started on the job, but once goAnd he said, "Many of
"That's not what we in- ing, you're unbeatable. Visit
the church schools have tended,'' said Tom an old friend. Sidestep trivialiletters saying if they Lukins, an aide to 1st tYdidn't put their students Ward Alderman Allan M. AQUARIUS
in public schools they Steinberg.
(Jan.26 to Feb. IS) "•"'
would be filed against.
"Technically the or- You'll gain some new in"We feel like that's dinance would have end- sights about a loved one. Be
wrong. A parent has the ed up banning all sorts of conscientious and you'll gain
right to choose," Gillispie ammunition that we had the favor of higher-ups. Duty
said.
no intention of banning," is accented.
ecs4cie
Named as defendants Lukins said.
PISCES
were the state board,
The board's Human (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XC
I
THIS 15 A TRICK YOU KNOW
state Superintendent of Resources Committee is Let your ethical sense be
5HE HATEE YOU E3ECA(.156 TRICK,IU
LR
AICI-1„
S
Public Instruction Ray- considering a proposed your guide regarding a
YOU (GULP) REJECTED
IF IT WORKS,
mond Barber, Attorney amendment that would romantic situation. Confusion
HER. SHE'LL
YOU'LL NAVE YOUR
General Steven Beshear; define a handgun, for the on the home front will be
KILL YOU,'
HEART'S DE5I
the Taylor County school purposes of the or- resolved.
•••HER.(uN77district; the Camp- dinance, as a weapon YOU BORN TODAY are
5NE'5 BORED AiVO
NA5 YOU
bellsville independent having a barrel five in- idealistic and high-strung. At
5TUFFER)
school district; the Green ches or less. 'That would times temperament can get in
County school system; exempt the hunting han- Your way on the road to sucMina Hedgespeth, Taylor dgunscess. You're interested in
County pupil personnel
The law is scheduled to public service and would
director, and Larry Noe, take effect Saturday, and make a good leader for a
Taylor County attorney.
the board is expected to cause. Cultivate warmth and
Gillispie said most of approve the amendment understanding, for at times
the defendants threaten- before then.
you can be too detached.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Holly Runkle
said she was almost
afraid to look for the
mother and father who
gave her up for adoption
26 years ago.
"It's like having a door
there and being afraid to
open it because of what
might be behind it," she
said.
"But after I opened it I
couldn't close it. And I
don't want to."
Mrs. Runkle started
looking in October for her
natural parents and the
sister who was adopted
by a different family.
With support from her
husband, Rick, and the
parents who adopted her,
she found her sister and
met her birth parents.
She also learned that she
had six half brothers and
sisters, some uncles,
aunts and grandparents.
"This is our biggest

Horoscope

TiA

Attendoncepolicy
challenged in court

Louisville
aldermen
may modify
LmRt.A
ammunition law (sep
tood.22)
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Zia mielk e;
You Won't Believe
The Bargains You,,
Can Find In Our
Classified
Section
The Murray
Ledger & Times 753-1916
2. Notice

1.14otke

NEW
ARRIVALS
14 Kt. Gold
Chains
•i&'miry neigirt
sllenhophone
*C Chains
*Sorponfliso
*Box mod rope chains

•ff

NOTICE
Few yew coweeleees,
Seller free iter Sties Dept.
wM be wo wet Aintree.
from 4:30 PM te 804 PIA
so Mondays, Tenders,
lbetsden awl friesys.
OUNANISILL,
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
*405W. Nen
7535315

GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS
(Inside
Vernon's
Western Store)
Olympic Pieta
Hrs. 9-9 Doily
1-6 Sunday

Need Cash? We buy and
sell Depression Glass &
Fiestaware. Bel Air
Decor Store.

CUSTOM
JEWELRY

Nave 5 minutes? Call
759-4444 fer
isspiritless' moseoppo to
brighten your sky.
Children's tom 7594445.

FOR SALE
I

professional dryers
with choir & hoods,

Gold.

753-8282

a (I•

to
your
specifications. We
repair chains, size
rings, set stones etc.

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY
(Inside
Vernon
Western Store)
Olympic Plaza
Hrs. 9-9 Doily
1-6 Sunday

"Notional Life and Accident's IRA
can
gueruntm yon end
your spouse • retirement income you can't
mare!"

An NIT Loni p.m\

Jennings
Box 64
Murray, Ky
42071

Ed

For Sa e

S. Lest ail Fool

normal

it Hams*Rot

12011 REWARD. No
quastiono asked for Into
leadkip to the return of
the black and tan
Garman Shepherd iost
on Neale Road. Dog is
10 yrs. °ed, male, and
was wearing a red
collar. Call 753-1118

Il•iciwin organ. Pilthell
Player pianos. Practice
pianos, organs
Your
complete music store
next to Penney's.
Lonardo Piano Co .
Paris, Tenn

By ~or. or rem. low
•
Payment 4 Necks is
Court Novae. sone,*
$ bedroom. 2
hem Of duplex. 9 rooms
•cr•. 2 car
ger age. fruit trees
752
Owner financing
4307 or 436-S4*
Cramped, need room?
There lots of room on
this 4 bodrooevi horn*
located in Kirks," area.
an older home with
modern decorating.
large dining room, dom.
living room Hes large
closed in front porch.
best of all is priced only
$21
Morgan
00
Trevathan and Gun
Realtor
753 4000 or
III 2266
Se. the Light! Twin
PlitS4Plin
kling lights of ttte city, a
view to behold
Built
A KC Registered 11/2 with energy conscious
Years old, good with features, this 2 bedroom
children, male home has quality from
dachshund. House the entry throughout the
broke. 753-19911.
entire home
Contact
Minature Dachshund our office (CENTURY
Puppies, I weeks old, 21 Loretta Jobs, Real
had shots and wormed, tors) for complete de
$50 each. 753 1300 after tails at 753 1492
4P.rn.

t Help WOW
General manager
challenging position
that offers company
car, expense account,
plus other fringe benSalary in the
ef its
$35,000 range and up,
depending on ex
perience. Experience in
the management of
people necessary. Opportunity for advancement. To arrange for
personal interview,
send complete resume
including salary history
and references to P.O.
Box 10401.
LPN wanted
Hillview
N ursing Home
Dresden, Tenn
Good
salary and benefits.
Call for appointment
901-364-3586.
OFFSHORE OIL. JOBS.
Make Over 30,000 a
Year, no experience
necessary. Details.
Stamp to: OFFSHORE,
Box 973, Murray, Ky.
42071.
OIL CO. OPENINGS.
Off shore rigs. No
experience necessary.
Start immediately. $35,
000 plus a year. For
information call 1 312
920-9364, ext. 1774(3.
Sales management
trainee. Expanding
Pepsi Cola Firm has
opening for sales management oriented individual. Person selected will train under
actual working condition as well as in the
classroom. Sales and/or
direct employee supervision desirable. Degree in marketing business administration or
other related field is
required. Excellent
opportunity for advancement. Good starting
pay and benefits
Send complete resume,
Including salary history
and references to 3000 S.
Beltline Hwy.,
Paducah, Ky. 41001,
Attention Tim Elder.
Wanted ladies to speed
type in their home. P.O.
Box 221, Murray, Ky.
42071

Stt0wHon Wanted
Responible mother
wants to babysit in her
home 5 minutes East.
1591692

10. Business Opportunity

New or Used Pinball
machines. Video games,
pool tables, Juke boxes,
cigarette machines.

Earn extra money!
Home mailing program, start immediately. For details
send a self address
stamp envelope to BC,
P.O. Box 37, Frankfort,
Ky. 40602.
Two Fina Service
Stations for lease or
sale, fully equipted and
pumps. $500 each per
month. 443-1020 or 4432127.

13. For Sale or Trade

1511211

311C 3E"X 10Mb

For sale IBM Correcting Selectric Typewriter with maintenance
contact. Call 753-1292.

U. Want to Buy
Ford engine 360 or 390.
436-2516.
Raw furs, raccoon, red
fox, gray fox, muskrat,
mink, coyote, opossum,
beaver. Owen McClellan, P.O. Box 63,
Pulaski, III. 62976,
Phone 618-342-6316.

ItIMEellamees
SOO Arnold Palmer
Sport Coats, Curie*
Suits. Save 40-40 Percent Clarks, 1100 N
13th, Paducah.
CARS $100! TRUCKS
$15! Available at local
govt sales
Call
(refundable) 1312-931
5337, ext. 1774B for your
directory on how to
purchase 24 hrs
FIREWOOD. Seasoned
oak and hickory 111" and
22". $29 a rick, Greenwood. $25 rick, de
livered and stacked.
753-9600.
Firewood, delivered
and stacked. $25 per
rick. 489-2231 or
345-2519.
For sale: Cherry and
Walnut lumber
7S3-7531.
Raw Fur Hite Fur &
Root Co. Paducah, Ky
443-6139.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Call John
Boyer, 753-0338.

V.Mobile Home Sales
12x60 Trailer, excellent
condition. See Brandon
Dill at Dill's Trailer Ct.

G. Real Estate
ergs
Perim & Tlfosrmen.
inserurce &
tool Estate
SontiosWe C•ert'Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-44i1

N.Mobile Home Rentals
12x65 Trailer for rent.
See Brandon Dill, at
Dill's Trailer Court.
A two bedroom, newly
furnished. Call Shady
Oaks. 753-5209.
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
pets. Call 489-2611
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
pets. Call 419-2611

fl. Heating-Cooling

Strout
Realty
••• goo,.•r••

Office Cam te Gast
Seven ken lowyrtiere
lel.,Service Sims 19de
1912 Coldwater Seed
Norm , Reenicky 42071
(502)753-0184
Anyhow
)011.. KENNON
*sew
Licensed & Seniel

Ponderosa Fireplace
Insert with fan. Call
before Sp.m. 759-1047.

REALTORS

32. Apts. For Rent
Two bedroom apt. Call
753-9200 after 4p.m.
Two bedroom duplex in
Westwood Subd., gas
heat, very nice. Call
753-3966.
Two bedroom
townhouse apts. Carpet,
range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer
hookup, central air and
heat. Also two bedroom
garden apt., Hamlet
North apts. on Stadium
View Drive 753-7550 or
753-7559.

33. Roomsfor Rent
United Ministry Center,
1611 Olive St (1 block
behind Granny's Porch)
$295 Spring Semester.
Girls. Rooms available
in Dec. at end of this
semester. House has
kitchen, study room, TV
with cable, gas appliances and air conditioning. 753-3531 or
753-6783.

34.Houses for Rent
Coleman RE, 753-9898
Properties now available 2 or 3 bedroom
houses, also mobile
homes.

uth 12th at Sycamor
TELEPHONE 753-1651
Appointments
made
for your convenience.
Full time silos
associates evening
plumes.
Aiss 16:Carl, . 153-7241
Tbwisa bight . . 753-7721

loyte lotsworth . 1531311
by SI=
153-2511
Alma Isparta .

153-2411

OPPERUD
753-1222
Mei

glan&AMBill
More for your
money in this newly
renovated 4
bedroom, 2 bath,
brick veneer and
frame home. Electric heat, carpeted
throughout shady
lot, near hospital,
shopping center,
etc. Immediate
possession. Some
owner financing
available to
qualified buyer.
K OPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.

Reduced to 29,900.

* MURDER

Phone

7511916

RAWs Termite

88 Post Costrel
Phan 753-3914

Da•

753-3716
753-5112
'ass 5S'***

1977 00dItei 4 44144
"
1
•
OM condition
Call 719400
1977 GMC in ton packuP.
454 motor. very good
condition 7530625

S3. Services Offered

L

Abembesc mud Vinyl
sidles and Ahominom
Wim for oll liscome. It
Josh lbw
713-1171
APPLIANCE SIR
VICE
Kenmore.
Westinghous*,
Whirlpool
20 years
experience Parts and
service. Bobby HOPper
Bob's Appliance Sir
vice 202 S. 5th St
753 • 4872, 753 Sale
(harne).

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need • seamed opt
Moo? held-up or
lesidentiel. Local
references. Coll
Outland, 759-1711 or
753-5976.

se

Toon eillowinue.
Nairiad awl eat

spridIPor•
NOM
!WOO CO.
354-6127

Need work on your
trees? Topping. cowl
shaping, COrtiOlete
removal and mare Cali
BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
Sessional tree Care
7530330

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE
We do any type
of deeming.
474-1138

SI

Tree erlatilielne •nd
rehtlIv one hedges and
shrubs Free estomenn
n356,'
Will do piumbino twat,
mg. carpentry painting
end roofing Call 7$3
321%

CIMI CNN
WIMP SuP
1124112
4:15-4341
Will haul ernite rick
Sand. lime. rip rap and
masonary sand. C001
Call Layton NutSOn
75.3 4645
10111 Sh•rOen hand saws
circular saws and
chain saws 753 *..3e
v ow film to
lot
ro,,,..sq
•
up tie(8111 develop s
( h,.ornot
•
ND
inepshots
el
(111111111t1tthIn •
•
41•6

etereeeteeee-11:11,1111111111*Y
OURSOILP
1.0111111AlrSEASON
ifirt A PI11101 MAT'S
A MAL GiVIRAWAD'
Doting Oer
Hoods Give-A-Wey

Appliance service.
Washer, dryers,
freezer, refrigerator,
electric heat, and
microwave. All brands
serviced 759 1322

ELI

The Price Is Wrong! It's
much too low - but that
makes it right for you
We specialize is never
The owner is being
transferred to another
rest plostk yells. lastate and is willing to
stul rioter Nees mW
sacifice this 4-5 bed
water systems.
room, 2 bath home for a
quick sale. Fabulous
sportsmen's family
room with crackling
forepiace or Use the
"Vermont' Castings"
901-364-3476
Steve for a cozy winter
This is a price come .4"ImmwillmmellosUIP
true of $42,300 in a Appliance repair work
neighborhood with all brands. Specialize in
homes on the market Tappen. Call 753 53.41 or
priced in the $60's. This 354 6956 Earl Lovett
one can't possible last
Dial 753-1492 for CEN
Maim Sonia
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Ali= El vial sills'.
Realtors
titles Iris
Two bedroom with gas
wort
heat, big lot, needs
lataawas. Can WHI Ed
repair inside, will sell
153-11N.
cheap. 406 S. 10th
759-4620.

ROYSTII &
IICCALPIN
WELLS OILING

Holiday Price $549°11
Prices Good Until
December 31, 1982

••

Overby Hondo
New Locatims
Isi-Ais Castor

II

Ikon Men. *re UM. 9-5139
H.ISOM OS p.m.
311 Imes

8.601)efittiot ft

4.Auto Services

summmummummer
COMPLETE
TUNE-UP
4-6-1

Cyl. $35.00.

Ports sod Lam With
Comma.
00 Change And Lehi
$1.00 Complete With
Comm.
Big Discounts en
bloodshed tires wfili
fel warranty. Marty
sizes and types.

ECONOMY
TIRES
153-5500

HOUSE FOR SALE
Located 34 mile from lake. Partially
Completed 2 bedroom home ready to
complete as you want. Owner must sell
and will finance. Call 759-1405.

Pioneer Amplifier, 60
watts per channel, Bual
turntable Call 753 7967

Classified

Keelsemen

MO limo, • •.

SERVICE
East moo

fl. Musical

-71

CARPET CLEANING
Pr•e IstootatiS
Satisfied references
Vera imam Cleaning
(unnsessywy Cleaning)
Lee's Come Cleanup
POS827

1141ERK01
oTilli011
PAitITIK
IS
ALLPAPflooK

AND 141111111111

I Used Tricks

11111.1016

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4755

Now is the season to
prepare that Ag &
Industrial Unit for the
coming spring. For
front to back overhaul.
Call 436-2361. Try us for
the best buys in
undercarriages

n.Exterminating

PAIN I IN(

teenier Price 57911.911

19. Farm Equipment

To Place Your

'rest 4,211' I
; 2 garages •
(Stn. pits MI'
tete!s space.
rites (possible
); lege tautly rise
/fireplace; 24
ie 11,1
, Brick exterior.
I Inet/eir. In
xterier, well I
elated, Worcs.,
sei cablnif
*meet, ci
amity tuts,
/
1
2 acre let. Pri
eetetiable. Owlet 7
4313 111111101fS.

6 ( /

For Sale: New shipment of desks, chairs,
and file cabinets. Ross
& Sons Salvage. Martin,
T N 3 8 2 3 7 .
Phone:901-5872420.

Canopy bed, white
French Provincial full
size, box springs and
mattress included.
Matching dresser with
mirror. $200 or best
offer. Also wood working equipment. 753-1301.

centertall

alents011ored

UssICars
1100 Renown Le Car.
excellent condition.
'sod IRS M114111.6. 4
WNW. 13.120 Can 7*
aaSS or 719 417*
CARS sell for 51179$
(oversee) Also Mew
Pickups Available et
local Gov't Auctions
For Directory call NS
• MO Eel 11IS Coll
rehonaable
Ford Wagon. very
dean. 00041 mechanical
condition
MO
1103
College Farm Rd

30. Business Rentals

15. Articles for Sale

16. Home Furnishings

timieskr

Hazel. ky One hoer
plan, 3 bedrooms.
WO& mforcuouneely I
acre lot. good garden
spot, references re
cowed $135 per mo
492-1327
Three bedroom house
near Ky Lake. washer
and dryer included,
deposit required
753
8964 after Sp m
Two bedroom br.ce
Awn*, full basement,
block from Hospital and
Middle School $225
Avallabte Jan IS Cali
753-0900.
Two bedroom house, ill
West of Stella, available
1st week of January
Large garden spot
7533604

MINI BI E

For Sale. Runs on electricty. Runs 8 hours before
needs recharging. Runs 35
m.p.h. Good condition.

Coll 753-4092

•
Ford 6 cylinder 200
motor and automatic
transmission, like new.
9350. 435-4599 or
435-4556.

49. Used Cars
1970 Mercedes 250C,
excellent condition. IS,
500. 753'3062 or 753-0469
1973 Super Beetle VW,
excellent condition 759
1047 before Sp m
1974 Datsun pickup,
good condition, 26 miles
per gallon. 437 4776
1974 VW Station Wagon,
motor, interior, exterior
excellent, orginal paint,
same body style of 1910.
77,000 miles. 753-4953 or
759-4005.
1975 Mercury Comet,
p.b., p s., ac, $1,100. Call
436-2245 after bp m
1975 Monte Carlo, P S ,
P.R., air, tilt, cruise.
swing out bucket seats.
AM FM stereo cassette.
64,000 miles. 753-11124.
1976 Pontiac Grand
Prix. New radial tires
and battery. Local car.
white with vinyl top
492-6425.
1976 Pontiac Grand
Prix, $1,750. Blue book
value, $2,500. Needs
some engine repair
Call 753-0752.
1977 Buick Electra 22s.
air, all power equip
mew, one OWIW/. 753
4974

•

no need to dig
deep for these buys
Shopjhe
besfbuys
in town

Milierray
Ledger
ar Times
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OBITUARIES

1 Former astronaut elected to Congress dies

Elvie Duncan Mrs.Simmons L.H. Evans,
dies;funeral dies Sunday; Murray man's
Wednesday
rites today
father, dies
Mrs. Lure Simmons,
80, Rt. 1, Henry, Tenn.,
died Sunday at Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn.
Born July 14, 1902, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late John A. Phillips and
Ada Byrd Phillips. She
was a member of the
Methodist Church.
She was married Oct.
13, 1918, to S.S. Grooms
who died Aug. 2, 1962. She
later in 1969 married
Leonard Simmons who
survives.
Also surviving are two
daughters, Mrs. Elaine
Rainey and Mrs. Sue
Ray, Paris, Tenn.; two
sons, Phillip Grooms, Rt.
2, Puryear, Term., and
Roger Grooms, Paris,
Tenn.
Two surviving sisters
are Mrs. Rose Parr, Arlington, and Mrs. Johnnie
Juneau, Dallas. Seventeen grandchildren, 35
great-grandchildren and
five great-greatgrandchildren also survive.
The funeral is today at
2 p.m. in LeDon Chapel,
Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Gary McEwen is officiating. Burial will
follow in Bird's Creek
Cemetery.

; Elvie Duncan,81, Rt. 1,
,Dexter, died Monday at
30 p.m. at Life Care of
: Center. His wife, Mrs.
Treeble Duncan, died
7an. 10, 1975.
• Born May 1, 1901, in
,alloway County, he was
'the son of the late Elbert
Duncan and AmenDuncan.
Survivors include one
Ion, James E. Duncan,
Lone Oak; two sisters,
Mrs. Milton (Opal) Hill,
Paducah, and Mrs.
Autumn Hill, Almo; two
grandchildren; two
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will
officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will be organist
and soloist.
Pallbearers will be
Leon Duncan, J.C.
Schroeder, Richard
Schroeder, Jimmy
Rutland, Robert Overby
and Gene Pritchett.
Burial will follow in
McDaniel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 5 to 8
p.m. (today) Tuesday
and on Wednesday until
the funeral hour.

ta

Mrs. Henry
dies Saturday
Mrs. Janie K. Henry,
76, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.,
was pronounced dead on
arrival at the Henry
County Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.,Saturday night.
Born June 15, 1906, in
Henry county, she was
the daughter of the late
Whale Kendall and Ada
Nored Kendall. She was a
member of Union Grove
Baptist Church.
Mrs. Henry is survived
by her husband, Hafford
Henry; two daughters,
Mrs. Mary Littleton,
Hazel, and Mrs. Clara
Thomas, Puryear, Tenn.;
one son, Charles E.
Henry,Paris, Tenn.
Also surviving are two
brothers, Clovis Kendall,
Hazel, and William Kendall, Paris, Tenn.; six
grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren.
The funeral is today at
3 p.m. at Union Grove
Baptist Church. The Rev.
A. Taylor is officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Union Grove Cemetery.
Arrangements are by
Williams and Rawls
Funeral Home, Paris,
Tenn.

WASHINGTON(AP)—
Congressman-elect Jack
Swigert, R-Colo., .a
former astronaut who
campaigned for oiler
while undergoing treatment for cancer, has died
of the disease at the L.bard! Cancer Institute of
Georgetown University.
Swigert, who piloted
the Apollo 13 moon mission, was elected to
represent Colorado's new
6th Congressional
District Nov. 2 and was to
have been sworn in Jan.
3. He died Monday night
at the age of 51.
Before the November
general election, Swigert

had anommeld Oat Ms
dodoes bed disposed Ms
casaba as bone marrow
caw. The cancer later
'woad to Swigert's lungs,
doctors said.
He had been hospitalized in Washington since
Dec. 19, when he was
airlifted to the
Georgetown University
Hospital from his home in
Littleton, Colo. He was
under treatment for bone
marrow cancer and complications resulting from
chemotherapy
treatments.
Swigert defeated
Democrat Steve Hogan
by a wide margin Nov. 2

to win election to the new
6th District, a U-shaped
region carved out of
Denver suburbs following
the 1e80 Census.
A Colorado native,
Swigert was the pilot of
the ill-fated Apollo 13
moon mission that was
struck by an explosion on
April 13, 1970, cutting off
the command capsule's
electrical power, water
and oxygen supplies. It
threatened to maroon

Swiped and the other two
astronautsin space.
"Houston, we've got a
problem," Swigert
radioed back to earth.
Three and a half days
later, Swigert and other
crew members brought
the crippled space ship
home.
Swigert had surgery for
nose cancer and underwent radiation treatment
during the early months
,•: •I
of his c
10.-

Luther Harold Evans,
father of Kyle Evans,
160911 Hamilton, Murray,
died Saturday at his
home in North Matewan,
West Virginia.
His death at the age of
54 was from a massive
coronary. His father,
Luther E. Evans, preceded him in death.
THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED Eif
Survivors are his one
son in Murray; his wife,
Thelma, one daughter
247-7 or 1-800-592-3488
MAYFIEID, KY
siLINT KELLY
and one son, Matewan,
W.Va.; his mother, Mrs.
Pauline B. Evans, two
sisters and two brothers.
LOUISVILLE, Ky, 1AP
Services were conM.00-52.10
Federal-State Market News Service
receipis cattle and calves-Slaughter calves and vealers: Good December 16, 111/3
ducted in Matewan, NEW BRUNSWICK, duct in new packaging Estimated
1,000 terminal and auction sales to 10 46 and choice 215-790 lb. Vealers 56* Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
W.Va.
N.J.(AP) — The makers this month, the company a.m. Compared to Monday's close 0.00 Choice 319.916 lb. Calves 45.00- Report Includes 6 Buylimilabom
Slaughter steers and heifers untested. 40.00. Feedens-ateers, Medium frame Receipts Ad. 444 Est. OM Barrows & Gilts
of Extra-Strength Tylenol Ignored marketing ex- Slaughter
cows mostly 1.00 lower; 1, 515455 lbs. 60.1043.50; 796407 Ma .30 lower Sowssteady to lahlaher
are planning their first perts who had urged slaughter bulls about steady. Limited 56.60-61.40 including half load 110 lbs US I-2210401*
mew N
calves and vealers steady. Represented 5775. Medium frame 2, 305-500 lbs.
US 3 301-331
363.10-34.00
nationwide TV advertis- Johnson & Johnson to feeders steady to firm.
52.0049.00; 500-703 lbs. 13.00.59.00
US 22U4/1119s.
366.90.64.00
ing campaign since take a low-key approach
Slaughter cows Utiltly 1-3,3430.36.75 Large frame 2 including holstlens, MO- US2-1IMMO Ris.
04.10.30.34
High dressing and high boning percent M lbs. 43.0046.75, 645446 lbs. 44.00- Sews
brand.
drop
the
or
even
cyanide-tainted
capsules
Services for Miss Ola
39 00-42.00 Cutter 1-2, 31.00-34.00; Can- 51.50 Small iii5d medium frame 1-2 bull
US 1.2770450130.
$4110440
Tylenol is manufac- ner and cutter under MO lbs. 27.50-31.75. calves, 300400 lbs. 4700-97,00, 540460 US 1421140
Mae Crouch are today at killed seven people and
Slaughter bulls . Yield grade 1, 1260- Lbs. 44.01-50.00,
US1441011elbe
by a Johnson & 1990
Setle.44.g
tured
eroded
sales
of
the
coun2 p.m. in the chapel of
lbs. Indicating SD carcass boning
Heifers: Medium frame 1, few 315-355 US 141114N011w.
14511147.50
subsidiary,
Johnson
try's
No.1
painkiller.
percent
53 75-65.25, Yield grade 1-2, lbs. 49.004060; 400-660 Lbs.
US ki11/41511111
1141.1442.00
Blalock -Coleman
40.0043.50;
hers./.11004
Johnson & Johnson an- McNeil Consumer Pro- 1325-1610 lbs. Indica 77-79 percent min Lbs. 56.00.60.75.
Funeral Home. The Rev,
the campaign ducts Co. of Fort
nounced
Mark McCallon is officiating. Mrs. Oneida Monday, saying it was Washington,Pa.
White is organist and designed to bolster
Tylenol's comeback from
soloist.
an
87 percent sales
Burial was to follow in
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
slump.
the Salem Cemetery.
WITH GENUINE
FEELING
The commercial, to be
Miss Crouch, 56, died
broadcast for the first
GM PARTS
Sunday at 11:40 p.m. at
time Sunday, begins with
Caldwell County a housewife reassuring
Hospital, Princeton.
viewers that she trusts
She is survived by one Tylenol. It concludes with
sister, Mrs. Ortis a male announcer telling
Jt
Drinkard, Murray; two viewers, "You can trust
brothers, Carlos Crouch, our good name."
Rt. 7, and Ophas Crain*,
He then warns eon-'
Royal Oak,Mich.
sumers to be sure all
three seals on the new
Tylenol containers are inbefore buying the
tact
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP)
product.
— Bond has been set at
1980 Luv 4x4
Earlier this year,
$30,000 for a Pike County
the
largest
Tylenol
was
4 speed, 27,xxx miles.
woman charged with killof noning her husband on selling brand
prescription pain
Christmas night.
including
reliever,
Mary Jane Keefer
other
and
aspirin
Bottom,
Poor
Rose, 24, of
products.
acetaminophen
was charged with slaying
641 S. Murray
Tylenol had 35 percent
753-2617
her husband, Rodney L.
market
the
analgesic
of
Rose, 29, after an arguIICCamare=mpala
ment at their home, said before seven people from
area
died
in
Chicago
the
state police in Pikeville.
The victim was shot late September and early
once in the head about October after consuming
8:10 p.m. Saturday, cyanide-laced ExtraStrength Tylenol cappolice said.
Mrs. Rose was lodged sules. Sales plummeted
in the Pike County jail by 87 percent immediately after the poisonings.
Monday in lieu of bond.
But by mid-December,
Tylenol had gained 24
percent of the market —
General Tire
Goodridi
mainly through sales of
Goodyear
the product in tablet form
Gull Oil
IS*
— while sales of comJ.C. Penney
peting pain relievers slipJerico
Krnart
ped, said Lawrence T.
Mary Kay Cann.
Foster, vice president for
Penwell
Quaker Oats
corporate relations.
Selterhartite PeiVester
Texaco
By immediately pulling
US. Tobacco
FEal Mart
all Tylenol capsules off
$32
5°
Wencly's
shelves and then reinWetter*
CE.F Yield
troducing the same pro-

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
Livestock market

Tylenol plans campaign

GET THE HEIN= PERSPECTIVE

Happy Holidays To All...
From Amvets Post 45

New Year's Eve Party Music
By "Twice As Nice"

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

Industrial Average

+147

'

Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupoot
Ford
G AF
Gmeral Dynamics
General Motors

39%
7
21% +%
16% -le
17% 44
37%
41 44
14% um
35 -it
63% .46

Members must have reserva-

tions.

C011901-642-8690

CM2.0r

Stock market
Prices furnished by First
of Michigan, Woodman
Bldg.

Hog market

Miss Crouch's
services today

Charlie Ward
funeral today Husband dies
The funeral for Charlie
R. Ward is today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. Bill Cox is officiating.
Burial will follow at a
later date in the Morris
Cemetery in Graves
County.
Mr. Ward, 76, Rt. 2,
Sedalia, died Saturday at
9:20 a.m. at Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
He is survived by one
sitter, Mrs. Lillie May
Reynolds, Paris, Tenn.;
half brother, Homer
Davis, Rt. 1, Sedalia.

Swigert vowed to demount his medical piblems said he would be at
swearing-in ceremonies
In the House. He had
missed a series of orientation sessions for new
congressmen earlier the
month. An aide attended
In his place.
Swigert is survived by
his parents, Mr. and MT*
John L. Swigert Sr. of
Denver and two sisters.
He had never

IlitCLEARANC

PUBLIC NOTICE

A4.41-S.t

Year End Close Out

114

CONDUCTED BY MOTEL MATTRESS DISTRIBUTORS

Eagle Inn

AT:

517 South 12th Hwy 641 Murray

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!

Innerspring Mattress & Foundation
Beautiful Quilted Covers

DATE:

Special
Poly roam
Set

Tues, Dec. 28th
Wed, Dec. 29th

TIME:
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

2 Pieces
Twin
or
Full

Free Calendar
(no purchase necessary)

sir

Bring your car,
truck,.or trailer

Sal

TIPE

ON.

ate, S Type

P1531101112 Blackwell
nettle()
123575115 Whitewall
10 rump Bleat
20 POPP./ Streak II Slim 1171• 1 S Whitewall
P1,575114 Whitewall
10 Custom Pelysteel

4

SALE
PRICE
$35.00

F E.T
Plo
rp,..p.p
$1.39

$61.00

S2.93

$30.00

$2.54

$63.00

52.18

4

RhHi Miler

750-16 hIty

$7L's

$3.54

12

Tracker Pill..

$75.00

$3.42

Viva

1.71I• 1 S White latter
P10101113 Blackwell

$31.00

$6.01

Cogitate Belt Wm

L71.15Whitewall

$51.35

$2.119

12

Arrive
$4900

1155110113 Naked
Pies 1.02 Fed. b. Tax
NO TRADE NEEDED

Liberal Budget Terms... Low Monthly Payments!

Plastic Wrapped

RAM CHECK — If we sell out Cl your size we will issue you
a rain check assuring future delivery at the advertised price

WHILE THEY LAST!!
All merchandise is brand new. None used. None soiled. Still in original factory packaging.
Not to be confused with bedding belonging to the motel in which this sale is conducted.

— SAVE AS MUCH AS
Medium Firm Innerspring
& Foundation Set
Twin Reg. 199.00
Full Reg. 299.00

11500
SET

Deluxe Innerspring
& Foundation Set
Twin Reg. 399.00
Full Reg. 499.00

Orthopedic Type
Innerspring &
Foundation Set
Twin Reg. 299.00 135°°
Full Reg. 399.00
SET

185°° Queen Innerspring&
Foundation Reg. 499.00

160°° 2300°
SET

50%-60%-70- ON MOST

SET

King Innerspring
Reg. 599.00

dnve
Front wheel
Chevettes extra
and
Ines • Set
Inspect all lout
to pro•
and toe-in
camber,
susbenCaster,
• Insbect • %lost
alignment
systems
per
steed%)
•
slot end sorne OPTS
cats.
0S

TERMS
Checks (Verification)
Cash
Master Card - VISA
Hollywood Bed Frames
—Twin & Full
Queen
King

PROLONG
TIRE I IFE
BOOST MPG

20"
221°
25°°

i nc.
/tides
ufp f0
quar t&
ftvP
mazor
brand
Pri
Folter extra
if
nee:1Ni

•
• Chassis /ubrica bo
• Includes light n and od
Please can
change
for trucks
appointment

COMPARE THEN smon us FOR
'QUALITY •vALUE •PAICE. *IL TE9m5
YOUR GOODYEAR DEALER

90 DAYS SAME AS CASHRUDOLPH TIRES & ALIGNMENT
So
7 15 -01575
RUDOLPH TIRES & ALIGNMENT ;
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

